
“General Psychology”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Science Of Psychology

The Biological Basis Of Behavior

Sensation And Perception
Topic : The Science Of Psychology

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 History

 Psychoanalysis

 Behaviorism

 Existentialism And Humanism

 Cognitivism

 Principles

 Schools Of Thought

 Fields of Basic Research

 Fields Of Applied Research

 Research Methods

 Qualitative And Descriptive Research

 Criticism And Controversies

Definition/Overview:

Psychology: Psychology is an academic and applied discipline involving the analytic and

scientific study of mental processes and behavior. Psychologists study such phenomena as

perception, cognition, emotion, personality, behavior, and interpersonal relationships.

Psychology also refers to the application of such knowledge to various spheres of human

activity including issues related to daily lifee.g. family, education, and workand the treatment

of mental health problems. Psychology attempts to understand the role these functions play in

social behavior and in social dynamics, while incorporating the underlying physiological and

neurological processes into its conceptions of mental functioning. Psychology includes many

sub-fields of study and application concerned with such areas as human development, sports,

health, industry, media, law, and transpersonal psychology.
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Key Points:

1 History

The study of psychology in a philosophical context dates back to the ancient civilizations of

Egypt, Greece, China and India. Psychology began adopting a more clinical and experimental

approach under medieval Muslim psychologists and physicians, who built psychiatric

hospitals for such purposes.

Though the use of psychological experimentation dates back to Alhazen's Book of Optics in

1021, psychology as an independent experimental field of study began in 1879, when

Wilhelm Wundt founded the first laboratory dedicated exclusively to psychological research

at Leipzig University in Germany, for which Wundt is known as the "father of psychology".

1879 is thus sometimes regarded as the "birthdate" of psychology. The American philosopher

William James published his seminal book, Principles of Psychology, in 1890, while laying

the foundations for many of the questions that psychologists would focus on for years to

come. Other important early contributors to the field include Hermann

Ebbinghaus(18501909), a pioneer in the experimental study of memory at the University of

Berlin; and the Russian physiologist Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936), who investigated the learning

process now referred to as classical conditioning.

2. Psychoanalysis

During the 1890s, the Austrian physician Sigmund Freud developed a method of

psychotherapy known as psychoanalysis. Freud's understanding of the mind was largely

based on interpretive methods, introspection and clinical observations, and was focused in

particular on resolving unconscious conflict, mental distress and psychopathology. Freud's

theories became very well-known, largely because they tackled subjects such as sexuality,

repression, and the unconscious mind as general aspects of psychological development.

These were largely considered taboo subjects at the time, and Freud provided a catalyst for

them to be openly discussed in polite society. Freud also had a significant influence on Carl

Jung, whose analytical psychology became an alternative form of depth psychology.

Philosopher Karl Popper argued that Freud's psychoanalytic theories were presented in

untestable form. Due to their subjective nature, Freud's theories are often of limited interest to

many scientifically-oriented psychology departments. Followers of Freud who accept the
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basic ideas of psychoanalysis but alter it in some way are called neo-Freudians. Modification

of Jung's theories has led to the archetypal and process-oriented schools of psychological

thought.

3. Behaviorism

Partly in opposition to the subjective and introspective nature of Freudian psychodynamics,

and its focus on the recollection of childhood experiences, during the early decades of the

20th century, behaviorism gained popularity as a guiding psychological theory. Founded by

John B. Watson and embraced and extended by Edward Thorndike, Clark L. Hull, Edward C.

Tolman, and later B.F. Skinner, behaviorism was grounded in animal experimentation in the

laboratory. Behaviorists shared the view that the subject matter of psychology should be

operationalizedwith standardized procedures which led psychology to focus on behavior, not

the mind or consciousness. They doubted the validity of introspection for studying internal

mental states such as feelings, sensations, beliefs, desires, and other unobservable entities. In

"Psychology as the Behaviorist Views It" (1913), Watson argued that psychology "is a purely

objective experimental branch of natural science," that "introspection forms no essential part

of its methods," and that "the behaviorist recognizes no dividing line between man and

brute." Skinner rejected hypothesis testing as a research method, considering it to be too

conducive to speculative theories that would promote useless research and stifle good

research.

Behaviorism was the dominant paradigm in American psychology throughout the first half of

the 20th century. However, the modern field of psychology is largely dominated by cognitive

psychology. Linguist Noam Chomsky helped spark the cognitive revolution in psychology

through his review of B. F. Skinner's Verbal Behavior, in which he challenged the behaviorist

approach to the study of behavior and language dominant in the 1950s. Chomsky was highly

critical of what he considered arbitrary notions of 'stimulus', 'response' and 'reinforcement'

which Skinner borrowed from animal experiments in the laboratory. Chomsky argued that

Skinner's notions could only be applied to complex human behavior, such as language

acquisition, in a vague and superficial manner. Chomsky emphasized that research and

analysis must not ignore the contribution of the child in the acquisition of language and

proposed that humans are born with an natural ability to acquire language. Work most

associated with psychologist Albert Bandura, who initiated and studied social learning

theory, showed that children could learn aggression from a role model through observational
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learning, without any change in overt behavior, and so must be accounted for by internal

processes.

4. Existentialism And Humanism

Humanistic psychology was developed in the 1950s in reaction to both behaviorism and

psychoanalysis, arising largely from the existential philosophy of writers such as Jean-Paul

Sartre and Sren Kierkegaard. By using phenomenology, intersubjectivityand first-person

categories, the humanistic approach seeks to glimpse the whole person--not just the

fragmented parts of the personality or cognitive functioning. Humanism focuses on uniquely

human issues and fundamental issues of life, such as self-identity, death, aloneness, freedom,

and meaning. Some of the founding theorists behind this school of thought were Abraham

Maslow who formulated a hierarchy of human needs, Carl Rogers who created and developed

Client-centered therapy, and Fritz Perls who helped create and develop Gestalt therapy. It

became soinfluential as to be called the "third force" within psychology (along with

behaviorism and psychoanalysis).

5. Cognitivism

As computer technology proliferated, so emerged the metaphor of mental function as

information processing. This, combined with a scientific approach to studying the mind, as

well as a belief in internal mental states, led to the rise of cognitivism as a popular model of

the mind. Cognitive psychology differs from other psychological perspectives in two key

ways. First, it accepts the use of the scientific method, and generally rejects introspection as a

method of investigation, unlike symbol-driven approaches such as Freudian psychodynamics.

Second, it explicitly acknowledges the existence of internal mental states (such as belief,

desire and motivation), whereas behaviorism does not.

Links between brain and nervous system function also became understood, partly due to the

experimental work of people such as Charles Sherrington and Donald Hebb, and partly due to

studies of people with brain injury. With the development of technologies for measuring

brain function, neuropsychology and cognitive neuroscience have become increasingly active

areas of contemporary psychology. Cognitive psychology has been subsumed along with

other disciplines, such as philosophy of mind, computer science, and neuroscience, under the

umbrella discipline of cognitive science.
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6. Principles

6.1 Mind and Brain

Psychology describes and attempts to explain consciousness, behavior, and social

interaction. Empirical psychology is primarily devoted to describing human

experience and behavior as it actually occurs. Since the 1980s, psychology has begun

to examine the relationship between consciousness and the brain or nervous system. It

is still not clear how these interact: does consciousness determine brain states or do

brain states determine consciousness--or are both going on in various ways? Or, is

consciousness some sort of complicated 'illusion' that bears no direct relationship to

neural processes? Perhaps to understand this, it is necessary to define "consciousness"

and "brain state". An understanding of brain function is increasingly being included in

psychological theory and practice, particularly in areas such as artificial intelligence,

neuropsychology, and cognitive neuroscience.

7. Schools Of Thought

Various schools of thought have argued for a particular model to be used as a guiding theory

by which all, or the majority, of human behavior can be explained. The popularity of these

has waxed and waned over time. Some psychologists may think of themselves as adherents to

a particular school of thought and reject the others, although most consider each as an

approach to understanding the mind, and not necessarily as mutually exclusive theories. On

the basis of Tinbergen'sfour questions a framework of reference or "periodic table" of all

fields of psychological research can be established (including anthropological research and

humanities).

7.1 Subfields

Psychology encompasses a vast domain, and includes many different approaches to

the study of mental processes and behavior. Below are the major areas of inquiry that

comprise psychology, divided into fields of research psychology and fields of applied

psychology. A comprehensive list of the sub-fields and areas within psychology can

be found at the list of psychological topics and list of psychology disciplines.
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8. Fields of Basic Research

Research psychology encompasses the study of behavior for use in academic settings, and

contains numerous areas: abnormal psychology, biological psychology, cognitive

psychology, comparative psychology, developmental psychology, health psychology,

personality psychology, social psychology and others. Research psychology is contrasted

with applied psychology.

8.1. Abnormal Psychology

Abnormal psychology is the study of abnormal behavior in order to describe, predict,

explain, and change abnormal patterns of functioning. Abnormal psychology studies

the nature of psychopathology and its causes, and this knowledge is applied in clinical

psychology to treat a patient with psychological disorders.

In the study of abnormal behavior, it can be difficult to define the line between which

behaviors are considered normal and which are not. In general, abnormal behaviors

must be maladaptive and cause an individual subjective discomfort (signs of

emotional distress).

8.2 Biological Psychology

Biological psychology is the scientific study of the biological bases of behavior and

mental states. Because all behavior is controlled by the central nervous system, it is

sensible to study how the brain functions in order to understand behavior. This is the

approach taken in behavioral neuroscience, cognitive neuroscience, and

neuropsychology. Neuropsychology is the branch of psychology that aims to

understand how the structure and function of the 'brain' relate to specific behavioral

and psychological processes. Often neuropsychologistsare employed as scientists to

advance scientific or medical knowledge. Neuropsychology is particularly concerned

with the understanding of brain injury in an attempt to work out normal psychological

function.

The approach of cognitive neuroscience to studying the link between brain and

behavior is to use neuroimaging tools, such as to observe which areas of the brain are

active during a particular task.
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8.3 Cognitive Psychology

The nature of thought is another core interest in psychology. Cognitive psychology

studies cognition, the mental processes underlying behavior. It uses information

processing as a framework for understanding the mind. Perception, learning, problem

solving, memory, attention, language and emotion are all well researched areas.

Cognitive psychology is associated with a school of thought known as cognitivism,

whose adherents argue for an information processing model of mental function,

informed by positivism and experimental psychology.

Cognitive science is a conjoined enterprise of cognitive psychologists,

neurobiologists, workers in artificial intelligence, logicians, linguists, and social

scientists, and places a slightly greater emphasis on computational theory and

formalization.

Both areas can use computational models to simulate phenomena of interest. Because

mental events cannot directly be observed, computational models provide a tool for

studying the functional organization of the mind. Such models give cognitive

psychologists a way to study the "software" of mental processes independent of the

"hardware" it runs on, be it the brain or a computer.

8.4 Comparative Psychology

Comparative psychology refers to the study of the behavior and mental life of animals

other than human beings. It is related to disciplines outside of psychology that study

animal behavior, such as ethology. Although the field of psychology is primarily

concerned with humans, the behavior and mental processes of animals is also an

important part of psychological research, either as a subject in its own right (e.g.,

animal cognition and ethology), or with strong emphasis about evolutionary links, and

somewhat more controversially, as a way of gaining an insight into human

psychology by means of comparison or via animal models of emotional and behavior

systems as seen in neuroscience of psychology (e.g., affective neuroscience and social

neuroscience).
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8.5 Developmental Psychology

Mainly focusing on the development of the human mind through the life span,

developmental psychology seeks to understand how people come to perceive,

understand, and act within the world and how these processes change as they age.

This may focus on intellectual, cognitive, neural, social, or moral development.

Researchers who study children use a number of unique research methods to make

observations in natural settings or to engage them in experimental tasks. Such tasks

often resemble specially designed games and activities that are both enjoyable for the

child and scientifically useful, and researchers have even devised clever methods to

study the mental processes of small infants. In addition to studying children,

developmental psychologists also study aging and processes throughout the life span,

especially at other times of rapid change (such as adolescence and old age). Urie

Bronfenbrenner'stheory of development in context (The Ecology of Human

Development - ISBN 0-674-22456-6) is influential in this field, as are those

mentioned in "Educational psychology" immediately below, as well as many others.

Developmental psychologists draw on the full range of theorists in scientific

psychology to inform their research.

8.6. Personality Psychology

Personality psychology studies enduring psychological patterns of behavior, thought

and emotion, commonly called an individual's personality. Theories of personality

vary between different psychological schools. Trait theories attempts to break

personality down into a number of traits, by use of factor analysis. The number of

traits has varied between theories. One of the first, and smallest, models was that of

Hans Eysenck, which had three dimensions: extroversionintroversion,

neuroticismemotional stability, and psychoticism. Raymond Cattellproposed a theory

of 16 personality factors. The theory that has most empirical evidence behind it today

may be the "Big Five" theory, proposed by Lewis Goldberg, and others.

A different, but well known approach to personality is that of Sigmund Freud, whose

structural theory of personality divided personality into the ego, superego, and id. He

utilized the principles of thermodynamics metaphorically to explain these three

distinctive and interacting tripartite divisions. In 1923 Freud published the ground-
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breaking book: "The Ego and the Id" in which he named and identified the

functioning psychodynamics of human personality. This theory has been used in

modern psychology paradigms such as Transactional Analysis. However, Freud's

theory of personality has been criticized by many, including many mainstream

psychologists.

8.7 Quantitative Psychology

Quantitative psychology involves the application of mathematical and statistical

modeling in psychological research, and the development of statistical methods for

analyzing and explaining behavioral data. The term Quantitative psychology is

relatively new and little used (only recently have Ph.D. programs in quantitative

psychology been formed), and it loosely covers the longer standing subfields

psychometrics and mathematical psychology.

Psychometrics is the field of psychology concerned with the theory and technique of

psychological measurement, which includes the measurement of knowledge, abilities,

attitudes, and personality traits. Measurement of these unobservable phenomena is

difficult, and much of the research and accumulated knowledge in this discipline has

been developed in an attempt to properly define and quantify such phenomena.

Psychometric research typically involves two major research tasks, namely: (i) the

construction of instruments and procedures for measurement; and (ii) the development

and refinement of theoretical approaches to measurement.

Whereas psychometrics is mainly concerned with individual differences and

population structure, mathematical psychology is concerned with modeling of mental

and motor processes of the average individual. Psychometrics is more associated with

educational, personality, and clinical psychology. Mathematical psychology is more

closely related to psychonomics/experimental and cognitive, and physiological

psychology and (cognitive) neuroscience.

8.8 Social Psychology

Social psychology is the study of the nature and causes of human social behavior and

mental processes, with an emphasis on how people think towards each other and how
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they relate to each other. Social Psychology aims to understand how we make sense

of social situations. For example, social psychologists study the influence of others on

an individual's behavior (e.g., conformity or persuasion), the perception and

understanding of social cues, or the formation of attitudes or stereotypes about other

people. Social cognition is a common approach and involves a mostly cognitive and

scientific approach to understanding social behavior.

9. Fields Of Applied Research

Applied psychology encompasses both psychological research that is designed to help

individuals overcome practical problems and the application of this research in applied

settings. Much of applied psychology research is utilized in other fields, such as business

management, product design, ergonomics, nutrition, law and clinical medicine. Applied

psychology includes the areas of clinical psychology, industrial and organizational

psychology, human factors, psychology and law, health psychology, school psychology,

community psychology and others.

9.1 Clinical Psychology

Clinical psychology includes the study and application of psychology for the purpose

of understanding, preventing, and relieving psychologically-based distress or

dysfunction and to promote subjective well-being and personal development. Central

to its practice are psychological assessment and psychotherapy, although clinical

psychologists may also engage in research, teaching, consultation, forensic testimony,

and program development and administration. Some clinical psychologists may focus

on the clinical management of patients with brain injurythis area is known as clinical

neuropsychology. In many countries clinical psychology is a regulated mental health

profession.

The work performed by clinical psychologists tends to be done inside various therapy

models, all of which involve a formal relationship between professional and

clientusually an individual, couple, family, or small groupthat employs a set of

procedures intended to form a therapeutic alliance, explore the nature of

psychological problems, and encourage new ways of thinking, feeling, or behaving.

The four major perspectives are Psychodynamic, Cognitive Behavioral, Existential-
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Humanistic, and Systems or Family therapy. There has been a growing movement to

integrate these various therapeutic approaches, especially with an increased

understanding of issues regarding culture, gender, spirituality, and sexual-orientation.

With the advent of more robust research findings regarding psychotherapy, there is

growing evidence that most of the major therapies are about of equal effectiveness,

with the key common element being a strong therapeutic alliance. Because of this,

more training programs and psychologists are now adopting an eclectic therapeutic

orientation.

Clinical psychologists do not usually prescribe medication, although there is a

growing movement for psychologists to have limited prescribing privileges. In

general, however, when medication is warranted many psychologists will work in

cooperation with psychiatrists so that clients get all their therapeutic needs met.

Clinical psychologists may also work as part of a team with other professionals, such

as social workers and nutritionists.

9.2 Counseling Psychology

Counseling psychology seeks to facilitate personal and interpersonal functioning

across the lifespan with a focus on emotional, social, vocational, educational, health-

related, developmental, and organizational concerns. Counselors are primarily

clinicians, using psychotherapy and other interventions in order to treat clients.

Traditionally, counseling psychology has focused more on normal developmental

issues and everyday stress rather than psychopathology, but this distinction has

softened over time. Counseling psychologists are employed in a variety of settings,

including universities, hospitals, schools, governmental organizations, businesses,

private practice, and community mental health centers.

9.3 Educational Psychology

Educational psychology is the study of how humans learn in educational settings, the

effectiveness of educational interventions, the psychology of teaching, and the social

psychology of schools as organizations. The work of child psychologists such as Lev

Vygotsky, Jean Piaget and Jerome Bruner has been influential in creating teaching

methods and educational practices.
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9.4 Forensic psychology

Forensic psychology covers a broad range of practices primarily involving evaluations

of defendants, reports to judges and attorneys, and courtroom testimony on given

issues. Forensic psychologists are appointed by the court to conduct competency to

stand trial evaluations, competency to be executed evaluations, sanity evaluations,

involuntary commitment evaluations, provide sentencing recommendations, and sex

offender evaluation and treatment evaluations and provide recommendations to the

court through written reports and testimony. Most of the questions the court asks the

forensic psychologist are not questions of psychology but rather legal questions. For

example, there is no definition of sanity in psychology. Rather, sanity is a legal

definition that varies from state to state in the United States and from jurisdiction to

jurisdiction. Therefore, a prime qualification of a forensic psychologist is an intimate

understanding of the law, especially criminal law.

9.5 Psychology and Law

Legal psychology is a research-oriented field populated with researchers from several

different areas within psychology (although social and cognitive psychologists are

typical). Legal psychologists explore such topics as jury decision-making, eyewitness

memory, scientific evidence, and legal policy. The term "legal psychology" has only

recently come into use, and typically refers to any non-clinical law-related research.

9.6 Health psychology

Health psychology is the application of psychological theory and research to health,

illness and health care. Whereas clinical psychology focuses on mental health and

neurological illness, health psychology is concerned with the psychology of a much

wider range of health-related behavior including healthy eating, the doctor-patient

relationship, a patient's understanding of health information, and beliefs about illness.

Health psychologists may be involved in public health campaigns, examining the

impact of illness or health policy on quality of life and in research into the

psychological impact of health and social care.
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9.7 Human Factors Psychology

Human factors psychology (sometimes called Engineering Psychology) is the study of

how cognitive and psychological processes affect our interaction with tools and

objects in the environment. The goal of research in human factors psychology is to

better design objects by taking into account the limitations and biases of human

mental processes and behavior.

9.8 Industrial And Organizational Psychology

Industrial and organizational psychology (I/O) is among the newest fields in

psychology. Industrial Psychology focuses on improving, evaluating, and predicting

job performance while Organizational Psychology focuses on how organizations

impact and interact with individuals as well as how the individuals affect the

organisational culture. In 1910, through the works and experiments of Hugo

Munsterberg and Walter Dill Scott, Industrial Psychology became recognized as a

legitimate part of the social science. Organizational Psychology was not officially

added until the 1970s and since then, the field has flourished. The Society for

Industrial Organizational Psychology has approximately 3400 professional members

and 1900 student members. These two numbers combine to make up only about four

percent of the members in the American Psychological Association but the number

has been rising since 1939 when there were only one hundred professional I/O

psychologists.

I/O psychologists are employed by academic institutions, consulting firms, internal

human resources in industries, and governmental institutions. Various universities

across the United States are beginning to strengthen their I/O Psychology programs

due to the increase of interest and job demand in the field.

Industrial organizational psychologists look at questions regarding things such as who

to hire, how to define and measure successful job performance, how to prepare people

to be more successful in their jobs, how to create and change jobs so that they are

safer and make people happier, and how to structure the organization to allow people

to achieve their potential.
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9.9 School Psychology

School psychology combines principles from educational psychology and clinical

psychology to understand and treat students with learning disabilities; to foster the

intellectual growth of "gifted" students; to facilitate prosocial behaviours in

adolescents; and otherwise to promote safe, supportive, and effective learning

environments. School psychologists are trained in educational and behavioral

assessment, intervention, prevention, and consultation, and many have extensive

training in research. Currently, school psychology is the only field in which a

professional can be called a "psychologist" without a doctoral degree, with the

National Association of School Psychologists (NASP) recognizing the Specialist

degree as the entry level. This is a matter of controversy as the APA does not

recognize anything below a doctorate as the entry level for a psychologist. Specialist-

level school psychologists, who typically receive three years of graduate training,

function almost exclusively within school systems, while those at the doctoral-level

are found in a number of other settings as well, including universities, hospitals,

clinics, and private practice.

10. Research Methods

Research in experimental psychology is conducted in broad accord with the standards of the

scientific method, encompassing both qualitative ethological and quantitative statistical

modalities to generate and evaluate explanatory hypotheses with regard to psychological

phenomena. Where research ethics and the state of development in a given research domain

permits, investigation may be pursued by experimental protocols. Psychology tends to be

eclectic, drawing on knowledge from other fields to help explain and understand

psychological phenomena. Qualitative psychological research utilizes a broad spectrum of

observational methods, including action research, ethography, exploratory statistics,

structured interviews, and participant observation, to enable the gathering of rich information

unattainable by classical experimentation. Research in humanistic psychology is more

typically pursued by ethnographic, historical, and historiographic methods.

The testing of different aspects of psychological function is a significant area of

contemporary psychology. Psychometric and statistical methods predominate, including
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various well-known standardized tests as well as those created ad hoc as the situation or

experiment requires.

Academic psychologists may focus purely on research and psychological theory, aiming to

further psychological understanding in a particular area, while other psychologists may work

in applied psychology to deploy such knowledge for immediate and practical benefit. These

approaches are not mutually exclusive, and many psychologists will be involved in both

researching and applying psychology at some point during their career. Many clinical

psychology programs aim to develop in practicing psychologists both knowledge of and

experience with research and experimental methods, which they may interpret and employ as

they treat individuals with psychological issues.

When an area of interest requires specific training and specialist knowledge, especially in

applied areas, psychological associations normally establish a governing body to manage

training requirements. Similarly, requirements may be laid down for university degrees in

psychology, so that students acquire an adequate knowledge in a number of areas.

Additionally, areas of practical psychology, where psychologists offer treatment to others,

may require that psychologists be licensed by government regulatory bodies as well.

10.1 Controlled Experiments

Experimental psychological research is conducted in a laboratory under controlled

conditions. This method of research relies on the application of the scientific method

to understand behavior. Experimenters use several types of measurements, including

rate of response, reaction time, and various psychometric measurements. Experiments

are designed to test specific hypotheses (deductive approach) or evaluate functional

relationships (inductive approach). They are important for psychological research

because they allow researchers to establish causal relationships between different

aspects of behavior and the environment. Importantly, in an experiment, one or more

variables of interest are controlled by the experimenter (independent variable) and

another variable is measured in response to different conditions (dependent variable).

Experiments are one of the primary research methodologies in many areas of

psychology, particularly cognitive/psychonomics, mathematical psychology,

psychophysiology and biological psychology/cognitive neuroscience.
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As an example, suppose an experimenter wanted to answer the following question:

does talking on a phone affect one's ability to stop quickly while driving? To answer

this, the experimenter would want to show that a subject's stopping time is different

when they are talking on a phone versus when they are not. If the experiment is

properly conducted in a controlled environment and a difference between the two

conditions is found, the experimenter would be able to show a causal relationship

between phone use and stopping time. In addition to potential practical benefits, this

type of experiment may have important theoretical results, such as helping to explain

the processes that underlie attention in humans.

Experiments on humans have been put under some controls; namely informed and

voluntary consent. After WWII, the Nuremberg Code was established, because of

Nazi abuses of experimental subjects. Later, most countries (and scientific journals)

adopted the Declaration of Helsinki. In the US, the NIH established the IRB in 1966.

And in 1974, adopted the National Research Act.All of which cover informed consent

of human participants in experimental studies. There were a number of influential

studies which lead to the establishment of these rules, including the MIT &

FernaldSchool radioisotope studies, the Thalidomide Tragedy, Willowbrookhepatitis

study, Milgram's obedience to authority studies.

10.2 Animal Studies

Animal learning experiments are important in many aspects of psychology such as

investigating the biological basis of learning, memory and behavior. In the 1890s,

physiologist Ivan Pavlov famously used dogs to demonstrate classical conditioning.

Non-human primates, cats, dogs, rats and other rodents are often used in

psychological experiments. Controlled experiments involve introducing only one

variable at a time, which is why animals used for experiments are housed in

laboratory settings. In contrast, human environments and genetic backgrounds vary

widely, which makes it difficult to control important variables for human subjects.
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11. Qualitative And Descriptive Research

11.1 Observation In Natural Settings

In the same way Jane Goodall studied the role of chimpanzee social and family life,

psychologists conduct similar observational studies in human social, professional and

family lives. Sometimes the participants are aware they are being observed and other

times it is covert; the participants do not know they are being observed. Ethical

guidelines need to be taken into consideration when covert observation is being

carried out.

11.2 Survey Questionnaires

Statistical surveys are used in psychology for measuring attitudes and traits,

monitoring changes in mood, or checking the validity of experimental manipulations.

Most commonly, psychologists use paper-and-pencil surveys. However, surveys are

also conducted over the phone or through e-mail. Increasingly, web-based surveys are

being used in research. Similar methodology is also used in applied setting, such as

clinical assessment and personnel assessment.

11.3 Longitudinal Studies

A longitudinal study is a research method which observes a particular population over

time. For example, one might wish to study specific language impairment (SLI) by

observing a group of individuals with the condition over a period of time. This

method has the advantage of seeing how a condition can affect individuals over long

time scales. However, such studies can suffer from attrition due to drop-out or death

of subjects. In addition, since individual differences between members of the group

are not controlled, it may be difficult to draw conclusions about the populations.

Longitudinal study is a developmental research strategy that involves testing an age

group repeatedly over many years. Longitudinal studies answer vital questions about

how people develop. This developmental research follows people over years and the

outcome has been an incredible array of findings, especially relating to psychological

problems.
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11.4 Neuropsychological Methods

Neuropsychology involves the study of both healthy individuals and patients,

typically who have suffered either brain injury or mental illness.

Cognitive neuropsychology and cognitive neuropsychiatry study neurological or

mental impairment in an attempt to infer theories of normal mind and brain function.

This typically involves looking for differences in patterns of remaining ability (known

as 'functional disassociation's') which can give clues as to whether abilities are

comprised of smaller functions, or are controlled by a single cognitive mechanism.

In addition, experimental techniques are often used which also apply to studying the

neuropsychology of healthy individuals. These include behavioral experiments, brain-

scanning or functional neuroimaging - used to examine the activity of the brain during

task performance, and techniques such as transcranial magnetic stimulation, which

can safely alter the function of small brain areas to investigate their importance in

mental operations.

11.5 Computational Modeling

Computational modeling is a tool often used in mathematical psychology and

cognitive psychology to simulate a particular behavior using a computer. This method

has several advantages. Since modern computers process extremely quickly, many

simulations can be run in a short time, allowing for a great deal of statistical power.

Modeling also allows psychologists to visualize hypotheses about the functional

organization of mental events that couldn't be directly observed in a human.

Several different types of modeling are used to study behavior. Connectionism uses

neural networks to simulate the brain. Another method is symbolic modeling, which

represents many different mental objects using variables and rules. Other types of

modeling include dynamic systems and stochastic modeling.
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12. Criticism And Controversies

12.1 Status as a Science

A common criticism of psychology concerns its fuzziness as a science. Philosopher

Thomas Kuhn's 1962 critique implied psychology overall was in a pre-paradigm state,

lacking the agreement on overarching theory found in mature sciences such as

chemistry and physics. Because some areas of psychology rely on research methods

such as surveys and questionnaires, critics have claimed that psychology is not as

scientific as many assume. Methods such as introspection and psychoanalysis, used

by some psychologists, are inherently subjective.

The validity of probability testing as a research tool has been called into question.

There is concern that this statistical method may promote trivial findings as

meaningful, especially when large samples are used. Some psychologists have

responded with an increased use of effect size statistics, rather than sole reliance on

the traditional p<.05 decision rule in statistical hypothesis testing.

In recent years, and particularly in the U.S., there has been increasing debate about the

nature of therapeutic effectiveness and about the relevance of empirically examining

psychotherapeutic strategies. One argument states that some therapies are based on

discredited theories and are unsupported by empirical evidence. The other side points

to recent research suggesting that all mainstream therapies are of about equal

effectiveness, while also arguing that controlled studies often do not take into

consideration real-world conditions (e.g. the high co-morbidity rate or the experience

of clinicians); that research is heavily biased towards the methods of the cognitive

behavioral therapies (CBT); and that it typically under-represents minority groups.

12.2 Concern About Fringe Clinical Practices

There is also concern from researchers about a perceived gap between scientific

theory and its application, in particular with the application of esoteric practices.

Exponents of evidence-based approaches to clinical psychology practice say that the

gap is increasing, and researchers such as Beyerstein(2001) say there has been a large

increase in the number of mental health training programs that do not emphasize
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science training. According to Lilienfeld (2002) a wide variety of unvalidatedand

sometimes harmful psychotherapeutic methods, including facilitated communication

for infantile autism, suggestive techniques for memory recovery (e.g., hypnotic age-

regression, guided imagery, body work), energy therapies (e.g., Thought Field

Therapy, Emotional Freedom Technique), and New Age therapies of seemingly

endless stripes (e.g., rebirthing, reparenting, past-life regression, Primal Scream

therapy, neurolinguisticprogramming ) have either emerged or maintained their

popularity in recent decades." Allen Neuringer made a similar point in the field of the

experimental analysis of behavior in 1984. There are some differences of opinion over

the actual extent of the research practitioner gap, but the consensus is on the concern

about fringe or quack practices, and the legal view favors the use of empirical

validation for any psychological intervention. The emphasis on improvement of

evidence based practice has been made in order to increase the general public's

confidence in the health professions, and to avoid instances whereby clients forgo

evidence based treatments in favor of unvalidated fringe therapies.

Topic : The Biological Basis Of Behavior

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Neurons

 History

 Anatomy And Histology

 Central Nervous System

 Function

Definition/Overview:

Neurons: Neurons (neurones and nerve cells) are electrically excitable cells in the nervous

system that process and transmit information. Neurons are the core components of the brain,

and spinal cord in vertebrates and ventral nerve cord in invertebrates, and peripheral nerves.
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Fully developed neurons are permanently amitotic (they do not divide); however, additional

neurons throughout the brain can originate from neural stem cells found in the subventricular

zone and subgranularzone through the process of neurogenesis.

Neurons are typically composed of a soma, or cell body, a dendritic tree and an axon. The

majority of vertebrate neurons receive input on the cell body and dendritic tree, and transmit

output via the axon. However, there is great heterogeneity throughout the nervous system and

the animal kingdom, in the size, shape and function of neurons.

Neurons communicate via chemical and electrical synapses, in a process known as synaptic

transmission. The fundamental process that triggers synaptic transmission is the action

potential, a propagating electrical signal that is generated by exploiting the electrically

excitable membrane of the neuron. This is also known as a wave of depolarization.

Key Points:

1. History

The neuron's place as the primary functional unit of the nervous system was first recognized

in the early 20th century through the work of the Spanish anatomist Santiago Ramn y Cajal.

Cajal proposed that neurons were discrete cells that communicated with each other via

specialized junctions, or spaces, between cells. This became known as the neuron doctrine,

one of the central tenets of modern neuroscience. To observe the structure of individual

neurons, Cajal used a silver staining method developed by his rival, Camillo Golgi. The

Golgi stain is an extremely useful method for neuroanatomicalinvestigations because, for

reasons unknown, it stains a very small percentage of cells in a tissue, so one is able to see

the complete microstructure of individual neurons without much overlap from other cells in

the densely packed brain.

2. Anatomy And Histology

Neurons are highly specialized for the processing and transmission of cellular signals. Given

the diversity of functions performed by neurons in different parts of the nervous system, there

is, as expected, a wide variety in the shape, size, and electrochemical properties of neurons.

For instance, the soma of a neuron can vary from 4 to 100 micrometers in diameter.
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The soma is the central part of the neuron. It contains the nucleus of the cell, and therefore is

where most protein synthesis occurs. The nucleus ranges from 3 to 18 micrometers in

diameter.

The dendrites of a neuron are cellular extensions with many branches, and metaphorically

this overall shape and structure is referred to as a dendritic tree. This is where the majority of

input to the neuron occurs. Information outflow (i.e. from dendrites to other neurons) can also

occur, but not across chemical synapses; there, the backflow of a nerve impulse is inhibited

by the fact that an axon does not possess chemoreceptors and dendrites cannot secrete

neurotransmitter chemicals. This unidirectionality of a chemical synapse explains why nerve

impulses are conducted only in one direction.

The axon is a finer, cable-like projection which can extend tens, hundreds, or even tens of

thousands of times the diameter of the soma in length. The axon carries nerve signals away

from the soma (and also carry some types of information back to it). Many neurons have only

one axon, but this axon may - and usually will - undergo extensive branching, enabling

communication with many target cells. The part of the axon where it emerges from the soma

is called the axon hillock. Besides being an anatomical structure, the axon hillock is also the

part of the neuron that has the greatest density of voltage-dependent sodium channels. This

makes it the most easily-excited part of the neuron and the spike initiation zone for the axon:

in neurological terms it has the most negative hyperpolarized action potential threshold.

While the axon and axon hillock are generally involved in information outflow, this region

can also receive input from other neurons.

The axon terminal contains synapses, specialized structures where neurotransmitter chemicals

are released in order to communicate with target neurons.

Although the canonical view of the neuron attributes dedicated functions to its various

anatomical components, dendrites and axons often act in ways contrary to their so-called

main function.

Axons and dendrites in the central nervous system are typically only about one micrometer

thick, while some in the peripheral nervous system are much thicker. The soma is usually

about 1025 micrometers in diameter and often is not much larger than the cell nucleus it

contains. The longest axon of a human motoneuron can be over a meter long, reaching from
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the base of the spine to the toes. Sensory neurons have axons that run from the toes to the

dorsal columns, over 1.5 meters in adults. Giraffes have single axons several meters in length

running along the entire length of their necks. Much of what is known about axonal function

comes from studying the squid giant axon, an ideal experimental preparation because of its

relatively immense size (0.51 millimeters thick, several centimeters long).

3 Central Nervous System

The central nervous system (CNS) of the vertebrate nervous system which is enclosed in

meninges. It contains the majority of the nervous system, and consists of the brain (in

vertebrates which have brains), and the spinal cord. Together with the peripheral nervous

system, it has a fundamental role in the control of behavior. The CNS is contained within the

dorsal cavity, with the brain within the cranial cavity, and the spinal cord in the spinal cavity.

The brain is also protected by the skull, and the spinal cord is, in vertebrates, also protected

by the vertebrae.

4 Function

Since the strong theoretical influence of cybernetics in the fifties, the central nervous system

is conceived as a system devoted to information processing, where an appropriate motor

output is computed as a response to a sensory input. Yet, many threads of research suggest

that motor activity exists well before the maturation of the sensory systems and then, that the

senses only influence behaviour without dictating it.

Topic : Sensation And Perception

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Perception

 Perception And Reality

 Perception-In-Action
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Definition/Overview:

Vision most often refers to visual perception, but frequently refers to vision (spirituality) (i.e.,

inspirational experiences or perceptions believed to come from a deity or other supernatural

source). Hearing (or audition) is one of the traditional five senses. It is the ability to perceive

sound by detecting vibrations via an organ such as the ear. The inability to hear is called

deafness. In humans and other vertebrates, hearing is performed primarily by the auditory

system: vibrations are detected by the ear and transduced into nerve impulses that are

perceived by the brain (primarily in the temporal lobe). Like touch, audition requires

sensitivity to the movement of molecules in the world outside the organism. Both hearing and

touch are types of mechanosensation. Hearing can be measured by behavioral tests using an

audiometer. Electrophysiological tests of hearing can provide accurate measurements of

hearing thresholds even in unconscious subjects. Such tests include auditory brainstem

evoked potentials (ABR), otoacoustic emissions (OAE) and electrocochleography (EchoG).

Technical advances in these tests have allowed hearing screening for infants to become

widespread. Hearing threshold and the ability to localize sound sources are reduced

underwater, in which the speed of sound is faster than in air. Underwater hearing is by bone

conduction, and localization of sound appears to depend on differences in amplitude detected

by bone conduction. Not all sounds are normally audible to all animals. Each species has a

range of normal hearing for both loudness (amplitude) and pitch (frequency). Many animals

use sound to communicate with each other, and hearing in these species is particularly

important for survival and reproduction. In species that use sound as a primary means of

communication, hearing is typically most acute for the range of pitches produced in calls and

speech. Frequencies capable of being heard by humans are called audio or sonic. The range is

typically considered to be between 15Hz and 20,000Hz. Frequencies higher than audio are

referred to as ultrasonic, while frequencies below audio are referred to as infrasonic. Some

bats use ultrasound for echo location while in flight. Dogs are able to hear ultrasound, which

is the principle of 'silent' dog whistles. Snakes sense infrasound through their bellies, and

whales, giraffes and elephants use it for communication.
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Key Points:

1. Perception

In psychology and the cognitive sciences, perception is the process of attaining awareness or

understanding of sensory information. It is a task far more complex than was imagined in the

1950s and 1960s, when it was proclaimed that building perceiving machines would take

about a decade, but, needless to say, that is still very far from reality. The word perception

comes from the Latin perception, percepio, meaning "receiving, collecting, and action of

taking possession, apprehension with the mind or senses."

What one perceives is a result of interplays between past experiences, ones culture and the

interpretation of the perceived. If the percept does not have support in any of these perceptual

bases it is unlikely to rise above perceptual threshold.

Perception gives rise to two types of consciousness; phenomenal and psychological. The

difference everybody can demonstrate to himself/herself by simple opening and closing

his/her eyes. Phenomenal consciousness is full of rich sensations that are hardly present when

eyes are closed.

Psychological consciousness is well researched and measured. It occurs half a second after a

stimulus starts. If a weak stimulus lasts less, it is unlikely to be perceived. The capacity of

psychological consciousness is also well measured. Depending on methods used the capacity

ranges between seven and forty symbols or percepts at the time.

There are two basic theories of perception: Passive Perception (PP) and Active Perception

(PA). The passive perception (conceived by Ren Descartes) is addressed in this article and

could be surmised as the following sequence of events: surrounding → input (senses) →

processing (brain) → output (re-action). Although still supported by mainstream

philosophers, psychologists and neurologists, this theory is nowadays losing momentum. The

theory of active perception has emerged from extensive research of sensory illusions, most

notably the works of Professor Emeritus Richard L. Gregory. This theory is increasingly

gaining experimental support and could be surmised as dynamic relationship between

description (in the brain) ↔ senses ↔ surrounding.
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Perception is one of the oldest fields in psychology. The oldest quantitative law in

psychology is the Weber-Fechner law, which quantifies the relationship between the intensity

of physical stimuli and their perceptual effects. It was the study of perception that gave rise to

the Gestalt school of psychology, with its emphasis on holistic approach.

2. Perception And Reality

In the case of visual perception, some people can actually see the percept shift in their mind's

eye. Others who are not picture thinkers, may not necessarily perceive the 'shape-shifting' as

their world changes. The 'esemplastic' nature has been shown by experiment: an ambiguous

image has multiple interpretations on the perceptual level.

Just as one object can give rise to multiple percepts, so an object may fail to give rise to any

percept at all: if the percept has no grounding in a person's experience, the person may

literally not perceive it.

Perception alters what humans see, into a diluted version of reality, which ultimately corrupts

the way humans perceive the truth. When people view something with a preconceived idea

about it, they tend to take those preconceived ideas and see them whether or not they are

there. This problem stems from the fact that humans are unable to understand new

information, without the inherent bias of their previous knowledge. The extent of a persons

knowledge creates their reality as much as the truth, because the human mind can only

contemplate that which it has been exposed to. When objects are viewed without

understanding, the mind will try to reach for something that it already recognizes, in order to

process what it is viewing. That which most closely relates to the unfamiliar from our past

experiences, makes up what we see when we look at things that we dont comprehend.

This confusing ambiguity of perception is exploited in human technologies such as

camouflage, and also in biological mimicry, for example by Peacock butterflies, whose wings

bear eye markings that birds respond to as though they were the eyes of a dangerous predator.

Perceptual ambiguity is not restricted to vision. For example, recent touch perception

research found that kinesthesia-based hapticperception strongly relies on the forces

experienced during touch. This makes it possible to produce illusory touch percepts.
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Cognitive theories of perception assume there is a poverty of stimulus. This (with reference

to perception) is the claim that sensations are, by themselves, unable to provide a unique

description of the world. Sensations require 'enriching', which is the role of the mental model.

A different type of theory is the perceptual ecology approach of James J. Gibson. Gibson

rejected the assumption of a poverty of stimulus by rejecting the notion that perception is

based in sensations. Instead, he investigated what information is actually presented to the

perceptual systems. He (and the psychologists who work within this paradigm) detailed how

the world could be specified to a mobile, exploring organism via the lawful projection of

information about the world into energy arrays. Specification is a 1:1 mapping of some aspect

of the world into a perceptual array; given such a mapping, no enrichment is required and

perception is direct.

3. Perception-In-Action

The ecological understanding of perception advanced from Gibson's early work is perception-

in-action, the notion that perception is a requisite property of animate action, without

perception action would not be guided and without action perception would be pointless.

Animate actions require perceiving and moving together. In a sense, "perception and

movement are two sides of the same coin, the coin is action." A mathematical theory of

perception-in-action has been devised and investigated in many forms of controlled

movement by many different species of organism, General Tau Theory. According to this

theory, tauinformation, or time-to-goal information is the fundamental 'percept' in perception.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
States Of Consciousness

Learning

Memory
Topic : States Of Consciousness

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Consciousness

 Etymology

 Philosophical Approaches
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 Phenomenal and Access Consciousness

Definition/Overview:

Consciousness :Consciousness defies definition. It may involve thoughts, sensations,

perceptions, moods, emotions, dreams, and an awareness of self, although not necessarily any

particular one or combination of these. Consciousness is a point of view, an I, or what

Thomas Nagel called the existence of "something that it is like" to be something. Julian

Jayneshas emphasized that "Consciousness is not the same as cognition and should be sharply

distinguished from it. ... The most common error ... is to confuse consciousness with

perception." He says, "Mind-space I regard as the primary feature of consciousness. It is the

space which you preoptively are 'introspecting on' or 'seeing' at this very moment".

Ned Block divides consciousness into phenomenal consciousness, which is subjective

experience itself (being something), and access consciousness, which refers to the availability

of information to processing systems in the brain (being conscious of something).

The issue of what consciousness is, and to what extent and in what sense it exists, is the

subject of much research in philosophy of mind, psychology, neuroscience, cognitive science,

and artificial intelligence. Issues of practical concern include how the presence of

consciousness can be assessed in severely ill individuals; to what extent non-humans are self

conscious; at what point in fetal development consciousness begins; and whether computers

can achieve conscious states.

In common parlance, consciousness denotes being awake and responsive to the environment,

in contrast to being asleep or in a coma.

Key Points:

1. Etymology

"Consciousness" derives from Latin conscientia which primarily means moral conscience. In

the literal sense, "conscientia" (or "con scientia") means knowledge-with, that is, shared

knowledge. The word first appears in Latinjuridic texts by writers such as Cicero. Here,

conscientia is the knowledge that a witness has of the deed of someone else. In Christian

theology, conscience stands for the moral conscience in which our actions and intentions are
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registered and which is only fully known to God. Medieval writers such as Thomas Aquinas

describe the conscientia as the act by which we apply practical and moral knowledge to our

own actions. Ren Descartes has been said to be the first philosopher to use "conscientia" in a

way that does not seem to fit this traditional meaning, and, as a consequence, the translators

of his writings in other languages like French and English coined new words in order to

denote merely psychological consciousness. These are, for instance, conscience, and

Bewusstsein. However, it has also been argued that John Locke was in fact the first one to

use the modern meaning of consciousness in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding,

although it remains closely intertwined with moral conscience (I may be held morally

responsible only for the act of which I am conscious of having achieved; and my personal

identity - my self - goes as far as my consciousness extends itself). The modern sense of

"consciousness" was therefore first found not in Descartes' work - who sometimes used the

word in a modern sense, but did not distinguish it as much as Locke would do -, but in

Locke's text. The contemporary sense of the word (consciousness associated to the idea of

personal identity, which is assured by the repeated consciousness of oneself) was therefore

introduced by Locke; but the word "conscience" itself was coined by Pierre Costes, French

translator of Locke. Henceforth, the modern sense first appeared in Locke's works, but the

word itself first appeared in the French language. Locke's influence upon the concept can be

found in Samuel Johnson's celebrated Dictionary, in which Johnson abstains from offering a

definition of "consciousness," choosing instead to simply quote Locke.

2. Philosophical Approaches

There are many philosophical stances on consciousness, including: behaviorism, dualism,

idealism, functionalism, reflexive monism, phenomenalism, phenomenology and

intentionality, physicalism, emergentism, mysticism, personal identity etc.

3. Phenomenal and Access Consciousness

Phenomenal consciousness (P-consciousness) is simply experience; it is moving,

colouredforms, sounds, sensations, emotions and feelings with our bodies and responses at

the center. These experiences, considered independently of any impact on behavior, are

called qualia. The hard problem of consciousness was formulated by Chalmers in 1996,

dealing with the issue of "how to explain a state of phenomenal consciousness in terms of its

neurological basis".
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Access consciousness (A-consciousness) is the phenomenon whereby information in our

minds is accessible for verbal report, reasoning, and the control of behavior. So, when we

perceive, information about what we perceive is often access conscious; when we introspect,

information about our thoughts is access conscious; when we remember, information about

the past (e.g., something that we learned) is often access conscious; and so on. Chalmers

thinks that access consciousness is less mysterious than phenomenal consciousness, so that it

is held to pose one of the easy problems of consciousness. Dennett denies that there is a "hard

problem", asserting that the totality of consciousness can be understood in terms of impact on

behavior, as studied through heterophenomenology. There have been numerous approaches to

the processes that act on conscious experience from instant to instant. Philosophers who have

explored this problem include Gerald Edelman, Edmund Husserl and Daniel Dennett. Daniel

Dennett (1988) suggests that what people think of as phenomenal consciousness, such as

qualia, are judgments and consequent behaviour. He extends this analysisby arguing that

phenomenal consciousness can be explained in terms of access consciousness, denying the

existence of qualia, hence denying the existence of a "hard problem." Chalmers, on the other

hand, makes a strong case for the hard problem, and shows that all of Dennett's supposed

explanatory processes merely address aspects of the easy problem, albeit disgused in

obfuscating verbiage. Eccles and others have pointed out the difficulty of explaining the

evolution of qualia, or of 'minds' which experience them, given that all the processes

governing evolution are physical and so have no direct access to them. There is no guarantee

that all people have minds, nor any way to verify whether one does or does not possess one.

The possibility has indeed been proposed that those denying the existence of qualia, hence

denying the existence of a "hard problem," do so since they do not possess this faculty.

Topic : Learning

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Learning

 Classical Conditioning

 Pavlov's Experiment

 Types

 Reinforcement, Punishment, And Extinction
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 Thorndike's Law of Effect

 Operant Conditioning Vs Fixed Action Patterns

 Criticisms

 Biological Correlates Of Operant Conditioning

 Operant Variability

 Avoidance Learning

 Discriminated Avoidance Learning

 Free-Operant Avoidance Learning

 Two-Process Theory Of Avoidance

 Verbal Behavior

 Four Term Contingency

 Operant Hoarding

 Cognitive Development

Definition/Overview:

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to

learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to

follow learning curves. Human learning may occur as part of education or personal

development. It may be goal-oriented and may be aided by motivation. The study of how

learning occurs is part of neuropsychology, educational psychology, learning theory, and

pedagogy Learning may occur as a result of habituation or classical conditioning, seen in

many animal species, or as a result of more complex activities such as play, seen only in

relatively intelligent animals and humans. Learning may occur consciously or without

conscious awareness. There is evidence for human behavioral learning prenatally, in which

habituation has been observed as early as 32 weeks into gestation, indicating that the central

nervous system is sufficiently developed and primed for learning and memory to occur very

early on in development. Play has been approached by several theorists as the first form of

learning. Children play, experiment with the world, learn the rules, and learn to interact.

Vygotsky supports that play is pivotal for children's development, since they make meaning

of their environment through play.
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Key Points:

1. Classical Conditioning

Classical Conditioning (also Pavlovian or Respondent Conditioning) is a form of associative

learning that was first demonstrated by Ivan Pavlov . The typical procedure for inducing

classical conditioning involves presentations of a neutral stimulus along with a stimulus of

some significance. The neutral stimulus could be any event that does not result in an overt

behavioral response from the organism under investigation. Pavlov referred to this as a

Conditioned Stimulus (CS). Conversely, presentation of the significant stimulus necessarily

evokes an innate, often reflexive, response. Pavlov called these the Unconditioned Stimulus

(US) and Unconditioned Response (UR), respectively. If the CS and the US are repeatedly

paired, eventually the two stimuli become associated and the organism begins to produce a

behavioral response to the CS. Pavlov called this the Conditioned Response (CR).

Classical conditioning has been demonstrated in only three species using a variety of

methodologies. Popular forms of classical conditioning that are used to study neural

structures and functions that underlie learning and memory include fear conditioning,

eyeblink conditioning, and Classical Conditioning of Aplysia gill and siphon withdrawal

reflex.

2. Pavlov's Experiment

The original and most famous example of classical conditioning involved the salivary

conditioning of Pavlov's dogs. During his research on the physiology of digestion in dogs,

Pavlov noticed that, rather than simply salivating in the presence of meat powder (an innate

response to food that he called the unconditioned response), the dogs began to salivate in the

presence of the lab technician who normally fed them. Pavlov called these psychic secretions.

From this observation he predicted that, if a particular stimulus in the dogs surroundings were

present when the dog was presented with meat powder, then this stimulus would become

associated with food and cause salivation on its own. In his initial experiment, Pavlov used

bells to call the dogs to their food and, after a few repetitions, the dogs started to salivate in

response to the bell. Thus, a neutral stimulus (bell) became a conditioned stimulus (CS) as a

result of consistent pairing with the unconditioned stimulus (US - meat powder in this
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example). Pavlov referred to this learned relationship as a conditional reflex (now called

Conditioned Response).

3. Types

3.1 Forward Conditioning

During forward conditioning the onset of the CS precedes the onset of the US. Two

common forms of forward conditioning are delay and trace conditioning.

3.2 Delay Conditioning

The start of the US is delayed relative to the start of the CS. In this procedure, the US

is present during a shorter interval in the duration of the CS, terminating at the same

time as the CS. The delay refers to the interstimulusinterval (ISI), and is determined

by the type of classical conditioning. Duringeyeblink conditioning, ISIsin the range of

100 to 750 msec are considered short while in taste aversion conditioning, ISIs in the

range of minutes to hours are considered short.

3.3 Trace Conditioning

During trace conditioning the CS and US do not overlap. Instead, the CS is presented,

a period of time is allowed to elapse during which no stimuli are presented, and then

the US is presented. The stimulus free period is called the trace interval. It may also

be called the "conditioning interval"

3.4 Simultaneous Conditioning

During simultaneous conditioning, the CS and US are presented and terminate at the

same time.

3.5 Backward Conditioning

Backward conditioning occurs when a conditioned stimulus immediately follows an

unconditioned stimulus. Unlike traditional conditioning models, in which the

conditioned stimulus precedes the unconditioned stimulus, the conditioned response

tends to be inhibitory. This is because the conditioned stimulus serves as a signal that
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the unconditioned stimulus has ended, rather than a reliable method of predicting the

future occurrence of the unconditioned stimulus.

The onset of the US precedes the onset of the CS. Rather than being a reliable

predictor of an impending US (such as in Forward Conditioning), the CS actually

serves as a signal that the US has ended. As a result, the CR is said to be inhibitory.

3.6 Temporal Conditioning

The US is presented at regularly timed intervals, and CR acquisition is dependent

upon correct timing of the interval between US presentations. The background, or

context, can serve as the CS in this example.

3.7 Unpaired Conditioning

The CS and US are not presented together. Usually they are presented as independent

trials that are separated by a variable, or pseudo-random, interval. This procedure is

used to study non-associative behavioral responses, such as sensitization.

3.8 Cs-Alone Extinction

The CS is presented in the absence of the US. This procedure is usually done after the

CR has been acquired through Forward conditioning training. Eventually, the CR

frequency is reduced to pre-training levels.

3.9 Operant Conditioning

Operant conditioning is the use of consequences to modify the occurrence and form of

behavior. Operant conditioning is distinguished from classical conditioning (also

called respondent conditioning, or Pavlovian conditioning) in that operant

conditioning deals with the modification of "voluntary behavior" or operant behavior.

Operant behavior "operates" on the environment and is maintained by its

consequences, while classical conditioning deals with the conditioning of respondent

behaviors which are elicited by antecedent conditions. Behaviors conditioned via a

classical conditioning procedure are not maintained by consequences.
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4. Reinforcement, Punishment, And Extinction

Reinforcement and punishment, the core tools of operant conditioning, are either positive

(delivered following a response), or negative (withdrawn following a response). This creates

a total of four basic consequences, with the addition of a fifth procedure known as extinction

(i.e. no change in consequences following a response)

Four contexts of operant conditioning: Here the terms "positive" and "negative" are not used

in their popular sense, but rather: "positive" refers to addition, and "negative" refers to

subtraction. What is added or subtracted may be either reinforcement or punishment. Hence

positive punishment is sometimes a confusing term, as it denotes the addition of punishment

(such as spanking or an electric shock), a context that may seem very negative in the lay

sense. .

5. Thorndike's Law of Effect

Operant conditioning, sometimes called instrumental conditioning or instrumental learning,

was first extensively studied by Edward L. Thorndike (1874-1949), who observed the

behavior of cats trying to escape from home-made puzzle boxes. When first constrained in

the boxes, the cats took a long time to escape. With experience, ineffective responses

occurred less frequently and successful responses occurred more frequently, enabling the cats

to escape in less time over successive trials. In his Law of Effect, Thorndike theorized that

successful responses, those producing satisfying consequences, were "stamped in" by the

experience and thus occurred more frequently. Unsuccessful responses, those producing

annoying consequences, were stamped out and subsequently occurred less frequently. In

short, some consequences strengthened behavior and some consequences weakened behavior.

Thorndike produced the first known learning curves through this procedure. B.F. Skinner

(1904-1990) formulated a more detailed analysis of operant conditioning based on

reinforcement, punishment, and extinction. Following the ideas of Ernst Mach, Skinner

rejected Thorndike's mediating structures required by "satisfaction" and constructed a new

conceptualization of behavior without any such references. So while experimenting with

some homemade feeding mechanisms Skinner invented the operant conditioning chamber

which allowed him to measure rate of response as a key dependent variable using a

cumulative record of lever presses or key pecks.
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6. Operant Conditioning Vs Fixed Action Patterns

Skinner's construct of instrumental learning is contrasted with what Nobel Prize winning

biologist Konrad Lorenz termed "fixed action patterns," or reflexive, impulsive, or instinctive

behaviors. These behaviors were said by Skinner and others to exist outside the parameters of

operant conditioning but were considered essential to a comprehensive analysis of behavior.

In dog training, the use of the prey drive, particularly in training working dogs, detection

dogs, etc., the stimulation of these fixed action patterns, relative to the dog's predatory

instincts, are the key to producing very difficult yet consistent behaviors, and in most cases,

do not involve operant, classical, or any other kind of conditioning. While evolutionary

processes shaped these fixed action patterns, the patterns themselves remained stable long

enough to be shaped by the long time span necessary for evolution because of their survival

function (i.e., operant conditioning).

According to the laws of operant conditioning, any behavior that is consistently rewarded,

every single time, will extinguish at a faster rate while intermittently reinforcing behavior

leads to more stable rates of behavior that are relatively more resistant to extinction. Thus, in

detection dogs, any correct behavior of indicating a "find," must always be rewarded with a

tug toy or a ball throw early on for initial acquisition of the behavior. Thereafter, fading

procedures, in which the rate of reinforcement is "thinned" (not every response is reinforced)

are introduced, switching the dog to an intermittent schedule of reinforcement, which is more

resistant to instances of non-reinforcement.

Nevertheless, some trainers are now using the prey drive to train pet dogs and find that they

get far better results in the dogs' responses to training than when they only use the principles

of operant conditioning which, according to Skinner and his students Keller and Marian

Breland (who invented clicker training), break down when strong instincts are at play.

7. Criticisms

Thorndike's law of effect specifically requires that a behavior be followed by satisfying

consequences for learning to occur. There are, however, cases in which learning can be

shown to occur without good or bad effects following the behavior. For instance, a number of

experiments examining the phenomenon of latent learning showed that a rat needn't receive a
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satisfying reward (food, if hungry; water, if thirsty) in order to learn a maze; learning that

becomes apparent immediately after the desired reward is introduced. However, views

claiming such research invalidates theories of operant conditioning are molecular to a fault. If

the rat has a history of "searching behavior" being reinforced in novel environments, the

behavior will occur in new environments. This is especially plausible in a species which

scavenges for food and has thus likely inherited a propensity for searching behavior to be

sensitive to reinforcement. Behaving during initial extinction trials as the organism had

during reinforcement trials is not proof of latent learning, as behavior is a function of the

history of the individual organism and its genetic endowment and is never controlled by

future consequences. That an organism continues to respond duringunreinforced trials has

been well-established when studying intermittent schedules of reinforcement.

A different experiment, in humans, showed that "punishing" the correct behavior may

actually cause it to be more frequently taken (i.e. stamp it in). Subjects are given a number of

pairs of holes on a large board and required to learn which hole to poke a stylus through for

each pair. If the subjects receive an electric shock for punching the correct hole, they learn

which hole is correct more quickly than subjects who receive an electric shock for punching

the incorrect hole. This cannot, however, be accurately described as punishment if it is

increasing the probability of the behavior.

8. Biological Correlates Of Operant Conditioning

The first scientific studies identifying neurons that responded in ways that suggested they

encode for conditioned stimuli came from work by Rusty Richardson and MahlondeLong.

They showed that nucleus basalisneurons, which release acetylcholine broadly throughout the

cerebral cortex, are activated shortly after a conditioned stimulus, or after a primary reward if

no conditioned stimulus exists. These neurons are equally active for positive and negative

reinforcers, and have been demonstrated to cause plasticity in many cortical regions.

Evidence also exists that dopamine is activated at similar times. The dopamine pathways

encode positive reward only, not aversive reinforcement, and they project much more densely

onto frontal cortex regions. Cholinergic projections, in contrast, are dense even in the

posterior cortical regions like the primary visual cortex. A study of patients with Parkinson's

disease, a condition attributed to the insufficient action of dopamine, further illustrates the

role of dopamine in positive reinforcement. It showed that while off their medication, patients

learned more readily with aversive consequences than with positive reinforcement. Patients
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who were on their medication showed the opposite to be the case, positive reinforcement

proving to be the more effective form of learning when the action of dopamine is high.

9. Operant Variability

Operant variability is what allows a response to adapt to new situations. Operant behavior is

distinguished from reflexes in that its response topography (the form of the response) is

subject to slight variations from one performance to another. These slight variations can

include small differences in the specific motions involved, differences in the amount of force

applied, and small changes in the timing of the response. If a subject's history of

reinforcement is consistent, such variations will remain stable because the same successful

variations are more likely to be reinforced than less successful variations. However,

behavioral variability can also be altered when subjected to certain controlling variables.

An extinction burst will often occur when an extinction procedure has just begun. This

consists of a sudden and temporary increase in the response's frequency , followed by the

eventual decline and extinction of the behavior targeted for elimination. Take, as an example,

a pigeon that has been reinforced to peck an electronic button. During its training history,

every time the pigeon pecked the button, it will have received a small amount of bird seed as

a reinforcer. So, whenever the bird is hungry, it will peck the button to receive food.

However, if the button were to be turned off, the hungry pigeon will first try pecking the

button just as it has in the past. When no food is forthcoming, the bird will likely try again...

and again, and again. After a period of frantic activity, in which their pecking behavior yields

no result, the pigeon's pecking will decrease in frequency.

The evolutionary advantage of this extinction burst is clear. In a natural environment, an

animal that persists in a learned behavior, despite not resulting in immediate reinforcement,

might still have a chance of producing reinforcing consequences if they try again. This

animal would be at an advantage over another animal that gives up too easily.

Extinction-induced variability serves a similar adaptive role. When extinction begins, and if

the environment allows for it, an initial increase in the response rate is not the only thing that

can happen. Imagine a bell curve. The horizontal axis would represent the different variations

possible for a given behavior. The vertical axis would represent the response's probability in a

given situation. Response variants in the middle of the bell curve, at its highest point, are the
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most likely because those responses, according to the organism's experience, have been the

most effective at producing reinforcement. The more extreme forms of the behavior would lie

at the lower ends of the curve, to the left and to the right of the peak, where their probability

for expression is low.

A simple example would be a person inside a room opening a door to exit. The response

would be the opening of the door, and the reinforcer would be the freedom to exit. For each

time that same person opens that same door, they do not open the door in the exact same way

every time. Rather, each time they open the door a little differently: sometimes with less

force, sometimes with more force; sometimes with one hand, sometimes with the other hand;

sometimes more quickly, sometimes more slowly. Because of the physical properties of the

door and its handle, there is a certain range of successful responses which are reinforced.

Now imagine in our example that the subject tries to open the door and it won't budge. This is

when extinction-induced variability occurs. The bell curve of probable responses will begin

to broaden, with more extreme forms of behavior becoming more likely. The person might

now try opening the door with extra force, repeatedly twist the knob, try to hit the door with

their shoulder, maybe even call for help or climb out a window. This is how extinction causes

variability in behavior, in the hope that these new variations might be successful. For this

reason, extinction-induced variability is an important part of the operant procedure of

shaping.

10. Avoidance Learning

Avoidance training belongs to negative reinforcement schedules. The subject learns that a

certain response will result in the termination or prevention of an aversive stimulus. There are

two kinds of commonly used experimental settings: discriminated and free-operant avoidance

learning.

11. Discriminated Avoidance Learning

In discriminated avoidance learning, a novel stimulus such as a light or a tone is followed by

an aversive stimulus such as a shock (CS-US, similar to classical conditioning). During the

first trials (called escape-trials) the animal usually experiences both the CS and the US,

showing the operant response to terminate the aversive US. By the time, the animal will learn
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to perform the response already during the presentation of the CS thus preventing the

aversive US from occurring. Such trials are called avoidance trials.

12. Free-Operant Avoidance Learning

In this experimental session, no discrete stimulus is used to signal the occurrence of the

aversive stimulus. Rather, the aversive stimulus (mostly shocks) are presented without

explicit warning stimuli.

There are two crucial time intervals determining the rate of avoidance learning. This first one

is called the S-S-interval (shock-shock-interval). This is the amount of time which passes

during successive presentations of the shock (unless the operant response is performed). The

other one is called the R-S-interval (response-shock-interval) which specifies the length of

the time interval following an operant response during which no shocks will be delivered.

Note that each time the organism performs the operant response, the R-S-interval without

shocks begins anew.

13. Two-Process Theory Of Avoidance

This theory was originally established to explain learning in discriminated avoidance

learning. It assumes two processes to take place. a) Classical conditioning of fear. During the

first trials of the training, the organism experiences both CS and aversive US(escape-trials).

The theory assumed that during those trials classical conditioning takes place by pairing the

CS with the US. Because of the aversive nature of the US the CS is supposed to elicit a

conditioned emotional reaction (CER) - fear. In classical conditioning, presenting a CS

conditioned with an aversive US disrupts the organism's ongoing behavior. b) Reinforcement

of the operant response by fear-reduction. Because during the first process, the CS signaling

the aversive US has itself become aversive by eliciting fear in the organism, reducing this

unpleasant emotional reaction serves to motivate the operant response. The organism learns

to make the response during the US, thus terminating the aversive internal reaction elicited by

the CS. An important aspect of this theory is that the term "Avoidance" does not really

describe what the organism is doing. It does not "avoid" the aversive US in the sense of

anticipating it. Rather the organism escapes an aversive internal state, caused by the CS.
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14. Verbal Behavior

In 1957 Skinner published Verbal Behavior a theoretical extension of the work he had

pioneered since 1938. This work extended the theory of operant conditioning to human

behavior previously assigned to the areas of language, linguistics and other areas. Verbal

Behavior is the logical extension of Skinner's ideas, in which he introduced new functional

relationship categories such as intraverbals,autoclitics, mands, tacts and the controlling

relationship of the audience. All of these relationships were based on operant conditioning

and relied on no new mechanisms despite the introduction of new functional categories.

15. Four Term Contingency

Modern behavior analysis, which is the name of the discipline directly descended from

Skinner's work, holds that behavior is explained in four terms: an establishing operation

(EO), a discriminative stimulus (Sd), a response (R), and a reinforcing stimulus (Srein or

Srfor reinforcers, sometimes Save for aversive stimuli).

16. Operant Hoarding

Operant Hoarding is a term referring to the choice made by a rat, on a compound schedule

called a multipleschedule, that maximizes its rate of reinforcement in an operant conditioning

context. More specifically, rats were shown to have allowed food pellets to accumulate in a

food tray by continuing to press a lever on a continuous reinforcement schedule instead of

retrieving those pellets. Retrieval of the pellets always instituted a one-minute period of

extinction during which no additional food pellets were available but those that had been

accumulated earlier could be consumed. This finding appears to contradict the usual finding

that rats behave impulsively in situations in which there is a choice between a smaller food

object right away and a larger food object after some delay.

17. Cognitive Development

The Theory of Cognitive Development, one of the most historically influential theories was

developed by Jean Piaget, a Swiss Philosopher (18961980). His genetic epistemological

theory provided many central concepts in the field of developmental psychology and

concerned the growth of intelligence, which for Piaget, meant the ability to more accurately

represent the world and perform logical operations on representations of concepts grounded
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in interactions with the world. The theory concerns the emergence and construction of

schemata schemes of how one perceives the world in "developmental stages", times when

children are acquiring new ways of mentally representing information.

Topic : Memory

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Memory
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 Long Term Memory

 Capacity

 Duration
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 Sleep

 Types Of Memory

 Disorders Of Memory

 Everyday Memory Problems

 Traumatic Brain Injury

 Neurodegenerative Diseases

 Biological Underpinnings At The Cellular Level

 Processes

 Classification

 Sensory

 Short-Term

Definition/Overview:

Memory :In psychology, memory is an organism's mental ability to store, retain and recall

information. Traditional studies of memory began in the fields of philosophy, including

techniques of artificially enhancing the memory. The late nineteenth and early twentieth

century put memory within the paradigms of cognitive psychology. In recent decades, it has
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become one of the principal pillars of a branch of science called cognitive neuroscience, an

interdisciplinary link between cognitive psychology and neuroscience.

Key Points:

1. Experiments

One of the earliest investigations into this phenomenon was in 1740 by Johann Andreas

Segner (1704 - 1777) the German physicist and mathematician. In an experiment Segner

attached a glowing coal to a cartwheel and rotated the wheel at increasing speed until an

unbroken circle of light was perceived by the observer. He calculated that the glowing coal

needed to make a complete circle in under 100ms to achieve this effect.

George Sperlingran a systematic study of this effect in 1960. His experiment involved briefly

presenting a grid of three rows of four letters for 50ms to participants:

In a condition he made participants to as many letters as they could remember after the letters

had been presented. In another told them to indicate, which row of letters first, second or

third he would like participants to try to recall. He concluded that while participants could

recall about four letters in the first condition(whole recall), they recalled an average of three

of the four letters of the chosen row in the second condition(partial recall), even though they

were only told which to report after the whole letter grid was presented. This meant that for a

brief period of time the grid was available to the participants as sensory memory.

2. Classification

Sensory memory is still considered to operate within this approximate time frame (under 1

second and no more than 2) and so is very short lived. It is also characterized by being

outside of conscious control (i.e. it happens automatically and unbidden). Despite retaining

information for a very short period of time, it is not to be confused with short term memory

(which typically lasts 10-15 seconds without rehearsal of the remembered material) and is so

named to distinguish it from long term memory which can store information for as long as a

lifetime.
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3. Long Term Memory

Long-term memory (LTM) is memory, stored as meaning, that can last as little as a few days

or as long as decades. It differs structurally and functionally from working memory or short-

term memory, which ostensibly stores items for only around 20 seconds. Biologically, short-

term memory is a temporary potentiation of neural connections that can become long-term

memory through the process of rehearsal and meaningful association. The proposed

mechanism by which short-term memories move into LTM storage is via long-term

potentiation, which leads to a physical change in the structure of neurons. Notably, the time

scale involved at each level of memory processing remains under investigation.

As long-term memory is subject to fading in the natural forgetting process, several

recalls/retrievals of memory may be needed for long-term memories to last for years,

dependent also on the depth of processing. Individual retrievals can take place in increasing

intervals in accordance with the principle of spaced repetition. This can happen quite

naturally through reflection or deliberate recall (a.k.a. recapitulation or recollection), often

dependent on the perceived importance of the material.

4. Capacity

The brain stores long term information by growing additional synapses between neurons.

Since the brain has approximately 1015 synapses, one can argue that brain has a maximum

capacity of about 100 TByte, possibly more if one synapse can store more than 1 bit of

information. By no means do humans store that much information. Experiments in the mid

1980s showed that humans can store only 1-2 bits/second in their long term memory. The

cumulative amount of data stored in the brain over a 70 year lifetime is therefore only in the

order of 125 MByte.

5. Duration

Studies undertaken by Bahrick et al can predict that long term memory can indeed remember

certain information for almost a lifetime. However factors can in fact reduce or extinguish

information completely. Childhood amnesia is a factor effecting long term memories

duration, there are very few people who can remember information or events before the age

of 3/4.
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6. Encoding Of Information

Long term memory encodes information semantically for storage, as researched by Baddeley.

7. Sleep

Some theories consider sleep to be an important factor in establishing well-organized long-

term memories.

According to Tarnow'stheory, long term memories are stored in dream format (reminiscent of

the Penfield & Rasmussens findings that electrical excitations of cortex give rise to

experiences similar to dreams). During waking life an executive function interprets long term

memory consistent with reality checking.

8. Types Of Memory

The brain does not store memories in one unified structure, as might be seen in a computer's

hard disk drive. Instead, different types of memory are stored in different regions of the brain.

LTM is typically divided up into two major headings: declarative memory and implicit

memory (or procedural memory).

Emotional memory, the memory for events that evoke a particularly strong emotion, is

another. Emotion and memory is a domain that can involve both declarative and procedural

memory processes. Emotional memories are consciously available, but elicit a powerful,

unconscious physiological reaction. They also have a unique physiological pathway that

involves strong connections from the amygdala into the prefrontal cortex, but much weaker

connections running back from the prefrontal cortex to the amgydala.

9. Disorders Of Memory

Minor everyday slips and lapses of memory are fairly commonplace, and may increase

naturally with age, when ill, or when under stress (Reason J.). Some women may experience

more memory lapses following the onset of the menopause. More serious problems with

memory generally occur due to traumatic brain injury or neurodegenerative disease:
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10. Everyday Memory Problems

The everyday experience of memory problems is the problem of failed recall, forgetting. The

tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon is particularly frustrating because the person trying to

remember feels that the memory is available. Failing to remember something in the situation

in which it would have been useful leads to regret.

11. Traumatic Brain Injury

The majority of findings about memory have been the result of studies that lesioned specific

brain regions in rats or primates, but some of the most important work has been the result of

accidental or inadvertent brain trauma. The most famous case in memory studies is the case

study of HM, who had parts of his hippocampus, parahippocampalcortices, and surrounding

tissue removed in an attempt to cure his epilepsy. His subsequent total anterograde amnesia

and partial retrograde amnesia provided the first evidence for the localization of memory

function, and further clarified the differences between declarative and procedural memory.

12. Neurodegenerative Diseases

Many neurodegenerative diseases can cause memory loss. Some of the most prevalent (and

consequently, most intensely researched) include Alzheimer's Disease, Dementia,

Huntington's Disease, Multiple Sclerosis, and Parkinson's Disease. None act specifically on

memory; instead memory loss is often a casualty of generalized neuronal deterioration.

Currently, these illnesses are irreversible, but research into stem cells, psychopharmacology,

and genetic engineering hold much promise.

13. Biological Underpinnings At The Cellular Level

Long term memory is dependent upon the construction of new proteins within the cellular

body, particularly transmitters, receptors, and new synapse pathways that reinforce the

communicative strength between neurons. The production of new proteins devoted to synapse

reinforcement is triggered after the release of certain signaling substances (such as calcium

within hippocampalneurons) in the cell. In the case of hippocampalcells, this release is

dependent upon the expulsion of magnesium (a binding molecule) that is expelled after

significant and repetitive synaptic signaling. The temporary expulsion of magnesium frees

NMDA receptors to release calcium in the cell, a signal that leads to gene transcription and
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the construction of reinforcing proteins. One of the newly synthesized proteins in LTP is also

critical for maintaining long-term memory. This protein is an autonomously active form of

the enzyme protein kinase C (PKC), known as PKMζ. PKMζmaintains the activity-dependent

enhancement of synaptic strength and inhibiting PKMζ erases established long-term

memories, without affecting short-term memory or, once the inhibitor is eliminated, the

ability to encode and store new long-term memories is restored.

14. Processes

There are several ways to classify memories, based on duration, nature and retrieval of

information. From information processing perspective there are three main stages in the

formation and retrieval of memory:

15. Classification

A basic and generally accepted classification of memory is based on the duration of memory

retention, and identifies three distinct types of memory: sensory memory, short term memory

and long term memory.

16. Sensory

Sensory memory corresponds approximately to the initial 200 - 500 milliseconds after an

item is perceived. The ability to look at an item, and remember what it looked like with just a

second of observation, or memorization, is an example of sensory memory. With very short

presentations, participants often report that they seem to "see" more than they can actually

report. The first experiments exploring this form of sensory memory were conducted by

George Sperling using the "partial report paradigm." Subjects were presented with a grid of

12 letters, arranged into three rows of 4. After a brief presentation, subjects were then played

either a high, medium or low tone, cuing them which of the rows to report. Based on these

partial report experiments, Sperling was able to show that the capacity of sensory memory

was approximately 12 items, but that it degraded very quickly (within a few hundred

milliseconds). Because this form of memory degrades so quickly, participants would see the

display, but be unable to report all of the items (12 in the "whole report" procedure) before

they decayed. This type of memory cannot be prolonged via rehearsal.
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17. Short-Term

Some of the information in sensory memory is then transferred to short-term memory. Short-

term memory allows one to recall something from several seconds to as long as a minute

without rehearsal.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Cognition And Mental Abilities

Motivation And Emotion

Life-Span Development
Topic : Cognition And Mental Abilities

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Language

 Properties Of Language

 Linguistics

 History

 Human Languages

 Artificial Languages

 Animal Communication

Definition/Overview:

Thought and thinking are mental forms and processes, respectively ("thought" is both.)

Thinking allows beings to model the world and to deal with it effectively according to their

objectives, plans, ends and desires. Words referring to similar concepts and processes include

cognition, sentience, consciousness, idea, and imagination.

Thinking involves the cerebral manipulation of information, as when we form concepts,

engage in problem solving, reason and make decisions.Thinking is a higher cognitive

function and the analysis of thinking processes is part of cognitive psychology. The basic

mechanics of the human brain cells reflect a process of pattern matching or rather

recognition. In a "moment of reflection", new situations and new experiences are judged

against recalled ones and judgements are made. In order to make these judgements, the
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intellect maintains present experience and sorts relevant past experience. It does this while

keeping present and past experience distinct and separate. The intellect can mix, match,

merge, sift, and sort concepts, perceptions, and experience. This process is called reasoning.

Logic is the science of reasoning. The awareness of this process of reasoning is access

consciousness.

Key Points:

1. Language

A language is a dynamic set of visual, auditory, or tactile symbols of communication and the

elements used to manipulate them. Language can also refer to the use of such systems as a

general phenomenon. Language is considered to be an exclusively human mode of

communication; although animals make use of quite sophisticated communicative systems,

none of these are known to make use of all of the properties that linguists use to define

language.

2. Properties Of Language

A set of agreed-upon symbols is only one feature of language; all languages must define the

structural relationships between these symbols in a system of grammar. Rules of grammar are

what distinguish language from other forms of communication. They allow a finite set of

symbols to be manipulated to create a potentially infinite number of grammatical utterances.

Another property of language is that its symbols are arbitrary. Any concept or grammatical

rule can be mapped onto a symbol. Most languages make use of sound, but the combinations

of sounds used do not have any inherent meaning they are merely an agreed-upon convention

to represent a certain thing by users of that language. For instance, there is nothing about the

Spanish word nada itself that forces Spanish speakers to convey the idea of "nothing".

Another set of sounds (for example, the English word nothing) could equally be used to

represent the same concept, but all Spanish speakers have acquired or learned to correlate this

meaning for this particular sound pattern. For Slovenian, Croatian, Serbian/Kosovan or

Bosnian speakers on the other hand, nada means something else; it means "hope".
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3. Linguistics

Linguistics is the scientific and philosophical study of language, encompassing a number of

sub-fields. At the core of theoretical linguistics are the study of language structure (grammar)

and the study of meaning (semantics). The first of these encompasses morphology (the

formation and composition of words), syntax (the rules that determine how words combine

into phrases and sentences) and phonology (the study of sound systems and abstract sound

units). Phonetics is a related branch of linguistics concerned with the actual properties of

speech sounds (phones), non-speech sounds, and how they are produced and perceived.

Theoretical linguistics is mostly concerned with developing models of linguistic knowledge.

The fields that are generally considered as the core of theoretical linguistics are syntax,

phonology, morphology, and semantics. Applied linguistics attempts to put linguistic theories

into practice through areas like translation, stylistics, literary criticism and theory, discourse

analysis, speech therapy, speech pathology and foreign language teaching.

4. History

The historical record of linguistics begins in India with Pāṇini, the 5th century BCE

grammarian who formulated 3,959 rules of Sanskrit morphology, known as the

Aṣṭādhyāyīand with Tolkāppiyar, the 3rd century BCE grammarian of the Tamil work

Tolkāppiyam. Pāṇinisgrammar is highly systematized and technical. Inherent in its analytic

approach are the concepts of the phoneme, the morpheme, and the root; Western linguists

only recognized the phoneme some two millennia later. Tolkāppiyar'swork is perhaps the first

to describe articulatoryphonetics for a language. Its classification of the alphabet into

consonants and vowels, and elements like nouns, verbs, vowels, and consonants, which he

put into classes, were also breakthroughs at the time. In the Middle East, the Persian linguist

Sibawayh made a detailed and professional description of Arabic in 760 CE in his

monumental work, Al-kitab fi al-nahw, bringing many linguistic aspects of language to light.

In his book, he distinguished phonetics from phonology.

Later in the West, the success of science, mathematics, and other formal systems in the 20th

century led many to attempt a formalization of the study of language as a "semantic code".

This resulted in the academic discipline of linguistics, the founding of which is attributed to

Ferdinand de Saussure. In the 20th century, substantial contributions to the understanding of
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language came from Ferdinand de Saussure, Hjelmslev,mile Benveniste and Roman

Jakobson, which are characterized as being highly systematic.

5. Human Languages

Some of the areas of the brain involved in language processing: Broca's area, Wernicke's

area, Supramarginal gyrus, Angular gyrus, Primary Auditory Cortex

Some of the areas of the brain involved in language processing: Broca's area, Wernicke's

area, Supramarginal gyrus, Angular gyrus, Primary Auditory Cortex

Human languages are usually referred to as natural languages, and the science of studying

those falls under the preview of linguistics. A common progression for natural languages is

that they are considered to be first spoken, and then written, and then an understanding and

explanation of their grammar is attempted.

Languages live, die, move from place to place, and change with time. Any language that

ceases to change or develop is categorized as a dead language. Conversely, any language that

is a living language, that is, it is in a continuous state of change, is known as a modern

language.

Making a principled distinction between one language and another is usually impossible. For

instance, there are a few dialects of German similar to some dialects of Dutch. The transition

between languages within the same language family is sometimes gradual.

Some like to make parallels with biology, where it is not possible to make a well-defined

distinction between one species and the next. In either case, the ultimate difficulty may stem

from the interactions between languages and populations.

The concepts of Ausbausprache,Abstandsprache and Dachspracheare used to make finer

distinctions about the degrees of difference between languages or dialects.
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6. Artificial Languages

6.1 Constructed Languages

Some individuals and groups have constructed their own artificial languages, for

practical, experimental, personal, or ideological reasons. International auxiliary

languages are generally constructed languages that strive to be easier to learn than

natural languages; other constructed languages strive to be more logical ("loglangs")

than natural languages; a prominent example of this is Lojban.

Some writers, such as J. R. R. Tolkien, have created fantasy languages, for literary,

artistic or personal reasons. The fantasy language of the Klingon race has in recent

years been developed by fans of the Star Trek series, including a vocabulary and

grammar.

Constructed languages are not necessarily restricted to the properties shared by

natural languages.

This part of ISO 639 also includes identifiers that denote constructed (or artificial)

languages. In order to qualify for inclusion the language must have a literature and it

must be designed for the purpose of human communication. Specifically excluded are

reconstructed languages and computer programming languages.

6.2 International Auxiliary Languages

Some languages, most constructed, are meant specifically for communication between

people of different nationalities or language groups as an easy-to-learn second

language. Several of these languages have been constructed by individuals or groups.

Natural, pre-existing languages may also be used in this way - their developers merely

catalogued and standardized their vocabulary and identified their grammatical rules.

These languages are called naturalistic. One such language, Latino Sine Flexione, is a

simplified form of Latin. Two others, Occidental and Novial, were drawn from

several Western languages.

To date, the most successful auxiliary language is Esperanto, invented by Polish

ophthalmologist Zamenhof. It has a relatively large community roughly estimated at
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about 2 million speakers worldwide, with a large body of literature, songs, and is the

only known constructed language to have native speakers, such as the Hungarian-born

American businessman George Soros. Other auxiliary languages with a relatively

large number of speakers and literature are Interlingua and Ido.

6.3 Controlled Languages

Controlled natural languages are subsets of natural languages whose grammars and

dictionaries have been restricted in order to reduce or eliminate both ambiguity and

complexity. The purpose behind the development and implementation of a controlled

natural language typically is to aid non-native speakers of a natural language in

understanding it, or to ease computer processing of a natural language. An example of

a widely used controlled natural language is Simplified English, which was originally

developed for aerospace industry maintenance manuals.

6.4 Formal languages

Mathematics and computer science use artificial entities called formal languages

(including programming languages and markup languages, and some that are more

theoretical in nature). These often take the form of character strings, produced by a

combination of formal grammar and semantics of arbitrary complexity.

6.5 Programming languages

A programming language is an extreme case of a formal language that can be used to

control the behavior of a machine, particularly a computer, to perform specific tasks.

Programming languages are defined using syntactic and semantic rules, to determine

structure and meaning respectively.

Programming languages are used to facilitate communication about the task of

organizing and manipulating information, and to express algorithms precisely. Some

authors restrict the term "programming language" to those languages that can express

all possible algorithms; sometimes the term "computer language" is used for artificial

languages that are more limited.
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7. Animal Communication

The term "animal languages" is often used for non-human languages. Linguists do not

consider these to be "language", but describe them as animal communication, because the

interaction between animals in such communication is fundamentally different in its

underlying principles from human language. Nevertheless, some scholars have tried to

disprove this mainstream premise through experiments on training chimpanzees to talk. Karl

von Frisch received the Nobel Prize in 1973 for his proof of the language and dialects of the

bees.

In several publicized instances, non-human animals have been taught to understand certain

features of human language. Chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans have been taught hand

signs based on American Sign Language. The African Grey Parrot, which possesses the

ability to mimic human speech with a high degree of accuracy, is suspected of having

sufficient intelligence to comprehend some of the speech it mimics. Most species of parrot,

despite expert mimicry, are believed to have no linguistic comprehension at all.

While proponents of animal communication systems have debated levels of semantics, these

systems have not been found to have anything approaching human language syntax.

Topic : Motivation And Emotion

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Motivation

 History

 Motivational Concepts

 Motivational Theories

 Affective-Arousal Theories

 Need Theories

 Broad Theories

 Cognitive Theories

 Controlling Motivation

 Applications
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Definition/Overview:

Motivation Motivation is the reason or reasons for engaging in a particular behavior,

especially human behavior as studied in psychology and neuropsychology. These reasons

may include basic needs such as food or a desired object, hobbies, goal, state of being, or

ideal. The motivation for a behavior may also be attributed to less-apparent reasons such as

altruism or morality. According to Geen, motivation refers to the initiation, direction,

intensity and persistence of human behavior.

Key Points:

1. History

Motivation is the set of reasons that determines one to engage in a particular behavior. The

term is generally used for human motivation but, theoretically, it can be used to describe the

causes for animal behavior as well. This article refers to human motivation. According to

various theories, motivation may be rooted in the basic need to minimize physical pain and

maximize pleasure, or it may include specific needs such as eating and resting, or a desired

object, hobby, goal, state of being, ideal, or it may be attributed to less-apparent reasons such

as altruism, morality, or avoiding mortality.

2. Motivational Concepts

2.1 Reward and reinforcement

A reward, tangible or intangible, is presented after the occurrence of an action (i.e.

behavior) with the intent to cause the behavior to occur again. This is done by

associating positive meaning to the behavior. Studies show that if the person receives

the reward immediately, the effect would be greater, and decreases as duration

lengthens. Repetitive action-reward combination can cause the action to become

habit.

Rewards can also be organized as extrinsic or intrinsic. Extrinsic rewards are external

to the person; for example, praise or money. Intrinsic rewards are internal to the

person; for example, satisfaction or a feeling of accomplishment.
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Some authors distinguish between two forms of intrinsic motivation: one based on

enjoyment, the other on obligation. In this context, obligation refers to motivation

based on what an individual thinks ought to be done. For instance, a feeling of

responsibility for a mission may lead to helping others beyond what is easily

observable, rewarded, or fun.

A reinforcer is different from reward, in that reinforcement is intended to create a

measured increase in the rate of a desirable behavior following the addition of

something to the environment.

2.2 Intrinsic And Extrinsic Motivation

Intrinsic motivation is when people engage in an activity, such as a hobby, without

obvious external incentives.

Intrinsic motivation has been studied by educational psychologists since the 1970s,

and numerous studies have found it to be associated with high educational

achievement and enjoyment by students. There is currently no universal theory to

explain the origin or elements of intrinsic motivation, and most explanations combine

elements of Fritz Heider'sattribution theory, Bandura's work on self-efficacy and other

studies relating to locus of control and goal orientation. Though it is thought that

students are more likely to be intrinsically motivated if they:

In knowledge-sharing communities and organizations, people often cite altruistic

reasons for their participation, including contributing to a common good, a moral

obligation to the group, mentorship or 'giving back'. In work environments, money

may provide a more powerful extrinsic factor than the intrinsic motivation provided

by an enjoyable workplace.

The most obvious form of motivation is coercion, where the avoidance of pain or

other negative consequences has an immediate effect. Extreme use of coercion is

considered slavery. While coercion is considered morally reprehensible in many

philosophies, it is widely practiced on prisoners, students in mandatory schooling,

within the nuclear family unit (on children), and in the form of conscription. Critics of

modern capitalism charge that without social safety networks, wage slavery is
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inevitable. However, many capitalists such as Ayn Rand have been very vocal against

coercion. Successful coercion sometimes can take priority over other types of

motivation. Self-coercion is rarely substantially negative (typically only negative in

the sense that it avoids a positive, such as forgoing an expensive dinner or a period of

relaxation), however it is interesting in that it illustrates how lower levels of

motivation may be sometimes tweaked to satisfy higher ones.

In terms of GCSE PE, intrinsic motivation is the motivation that comes from inside

the performer. E.g. they compete for the love of the sport. Extrinsic motivation comes

from outside of the performer. E.g. The crowd cheer the performer on, this motivates

them to do well, or to beat a PB (Personal Best). Another example is trophies or a

reward. It makes the performer want to win and beat the other competitors, thereby

motivating the performer.

2.3 Self-control

The self-control of motivation is increasingly understood as a subset of emotional

intelligence; a person may be highly intelligent according to a more conservative

definition (as measured by many intelligence tests), yet unmotivated to dedicate this

intelligence to certain tasks. Yale School of Management professor Victor Vroom's

"expectancy theory" provides an account of when people will decide whether to exert

self control to pursue a particular goal.

Drives and desires can be described as a deficiency or need that activates behaviour

that is aimed at a goal or an incentive. These are thought to originate within the

individual and may not require external stimuli to encourage the behaviour. Basic

drives could be sparked by deficiencies such as hunger, which motivates a person to

seek food; whereas more subtle drives might be the desire for praise and approval,

which motivates a person to behave in a manner pleasing to others.

By contrast, the role of extrinsic rewards and stimuli can be seen in the example of

training animals by giving them treats when they perform a trick correctly. The treat

motivates the animals to perform the trick consistently, even later when the treat is

removed from the process.
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3. Motivational Theories

3.1 Drive Reduction Theories

There are a number of drive theories. The Drive Reduction Theory grows out of the

concept that we have certain biological needs, such as hunger. As time passes the

strength of the drive increases as it is not satisfied. Then as we satisfy that drive by

fulfilling its desire, such as eating, the drive's strength is reduced. It is based on the

theories of Freud and the idea of feedback control systems, such as a thermostat.

There are several problems, however, that leave the validity of the Drive Reduction

Theory open for debate. The first problem is that it does not explain how Secondary

Reinforcers reduce drive. For example, money does not satisfy any biological or

psychological need but reduces drive on a regular basis through a pay check second-

order conditioning. Secondly, if the drive reduction theory held true we would not be

able to explain how a hungry human being can prepare a meal without eating the food

before they finished cooking it.

However, when comparing this to a real life situation such as preparing food, one

does get hungrier as the food is being made (drive increases), and after the food has

been consumed the drive decreases. The only reason the food does not get eaten

before is the human element of restraint and has nothing to do with drive theory. Also,

the food will either be nicer after it is cooked, or it won't be edible at all before it is

cooked.

3.2 Cognitive dissonance theory

Suggested by Leon Festinger, this occurs when an individual experiences some degree

of discomfort resulting from an incompatibility between two cognitions. For example,

a consumer may seek to reassure himself regarding a purchase, feeling, in retrospect,

that another decision may have been preferable.

Another example of cognitive dissonance is when a belief and a behavior are in

conflict. A person may believe smoking is bad for one's health and yet continues to

smoke.
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4. Affective-Arousal Theories

4.1 Need Achievement Theory

David McClellands achievement motivation theory envisions that a person has a need

for three things, but differs in degrees to which the various needs influence their

behavior: Need for achievement, Need for power, and Need for affiliation.

4.2 Interests Theory

Holland Codes are used in the assessment of interests as in Vocational Preference

Inventory. One way to look at interests is that if a person has a strong interest in one

of the 6 Holland areas, then obtaining outcomes in that area will be strongly

reinforcing relative to obtaining outcomes in areas of weak interest.

5. Need Theories

5.1 Need Hierarchy Theory

Maslow's hierarchy of needs is a theory in psychology, proposed by Abraham Maslow

in his 1943 paper A Theory of Human Motivation, which he subsequently extended to

include his observations of humans' innate curiosity.

Maslow studied what he called exemplary people such as Albert Einstein, Jane

Addams, Eleanor Roosevelt, and Frederick Douglass rather than mentally ill or

neurotic people, writing that "the study of crippled, stunted, immature, and unhealthy

specimens can yield only a cripple psychology and a cripple philosophy." Maslow

also studied the healthiest one percent of the college student population. In his book,

The Farther Reaches of Human Nature, Maslow writes, "By ordinary standards of this

kind of laboratory research... this simply was not research at all. My generalizations

grew out of my selection of certain kinds of people. Obviously, other judges are

needed."
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5.2 Herzbergs Two-Factor Theory

Frederick Herzberg's two-factor theory, akaintrinsic/extrinsic motivation, concludes

that certain factors in the workplace result in job satisfaction, but if absent, lead to

dissatisfaction.

5.3 Alderfers ERG theory

Clayton Alderfer, expanding on Maslow's hierarchy of needs, created the ERG theory

(existence, relatedness and growth). Physiological and safety, the lower order needs,

are placed in the existence category, while love and self esteem needs are placed in

the relatedness category. The growth category contains our self-actualization and self-

esteem needs.

5.4 Self-Determination Theory

Self-determination theory, developed by Edward Deci and Richard Ryan, focuses on

the importance of intrinsic motivation in driving human behavior. Like Maslow's

hierarchical theory and others that built on it, SDT posits a natural tendency toward

growth and development. Unlike these other theories, however, SDT does not include

any sort of "autopilot" for achievement, but instead requires active encouragement

from the environment. The primary factors that encourage motivation and

development are autonomy, competence feedback, and relatedness.

6. Broad Theories

The latest approach in Achievement Motivation is an integrative perspective as lined out in

the "Onion-Ring-Model of Achievement Motivation" by Heinz Schuler, George C. Thornton

III, Andreas Frintrup and Rose Mueller-Hanson. It is based on the premise that performance

motivation results from way broad components of personality are directed towards

performance. As a result it includes a range of dimensions that are relevant to success at work

but which are not conventionally regarded as being part of performance motivation.

Especially it integrates formerly separated approaches as Need for Achievement with e.g.

social motives like Dominance. The Achievement Motivation Inventory AMI is based on this

theory and assesses three factors (17 separated scales) relevant to vocational and professional

success.
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7. Cognitive Theories

7.1 Goal-Setting Theory

Goal-setting theory is based on the notion that individuals sometimes have a drive to

reach a clearly defined end state. Often, this end state is a reward in itself. A goal's

efficiency is affected by three features; proximity, difficulty and specificity. An ideal

goal should present a situation where the time between the initiation of behavior and

the end state is close. This explains why some children are more motivated to learn

how to ride a bike than mastering algebra. A goal should be moderate, not too hard or

too easy to complete. In both cases, most people are not optimally motivated, as many

want a challenge (which assumes some kind of insecurity of success). At the same

time people want to feel that there is a substantial probability that they will succeed.

Specificity concerns the description of the goal in their class. The goal should be

objectively defined and intelligible for the individual. A classic example of a poorly

specified goal is to get the highest possible grade. Most children have no idea how

much effort they need to reach that goal. For further reading, see Locke and Latham

(2002).

7.2 Unconscious Motivation

Some psychologists believe that a significant portion of human behavior is energized

and directed by unconscious motives. According to Maslow: "Psychoanalysis has

often demonstrated that the relationship between a conscious desire and the ultimate

unconscious aim that underlies it need not be at all direct ." In other words, stated

motives do not always match those inferred by skilled observers. For example, it is

possible that a person can be accident-prone because he has an unconscious desire to

hurt himself and not because he is careless or ignorant of the safety rules. Similarly,

some overweight people are not really hungry for food but for attention and love.

Eating is merely a defensive reaction to lack of attention. Some workers damage more

equipment than others because they harbor unconscious feelings of aggression toward

authority figures.

Psychotherapists point out that some behavior is so automatic that the reasons for it

are not available in the individual's conscious mind. Compulsive cigarette smoking is
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an example. Sometimes maintaining self-esteem is so important and the motive for an

activity is so threatening that it is simply not recognized and, in fact, may be disguised

or repressed. Rationalization, or "explaining away", is one such disguise, or defense

mechanism, as it is called. Another is projecting or attributing one's own faults to

others. "I feel I am to blame", becomes "It is her fault; she is selfish". Repression of

powerful but socially unacceptable motives may result in outward behavior that is the

opposite of the repressed tendencies. An example of this would be the employee who

hates his boss but overworks himself on the job to show that he holds him in high

regard.

Unconscious motives add to the hazards of interpreting human behavior and, to the

extent that they are present, complicate the life of the administrator. On the other

hand, knowledge that unconscious motives exist can lead to a more careful

assessment of behavioral problems. Although few contemporary psychologists deny

the existence of unconscious factors, many do believe that these are activated only in

times of anxiety and stress, and that in the ordinary course of events, human behavior

from the subject's point of view is rationally purposeful.

8. Controlling Motivation

The control of motivation is only understood to a limited extent. There are many different

approaches of motivation training, but many of these are considered pseudoscientific by

critics. To understand how to control motivation it is first necessary to understand why many

people lack motivation.

8.1 Early Programming

Modern imaging has provided solid empirical support for the psychological theory

that emotional programming is largely defined in childhood. Harold Chugani, Medical

Director of the PET Clinic at the Children's Hospital of Michigan and professor of

pediatrics, neurology and radiology at Wayne State University School of Medicine,

has found that children's brains are much more capable of consuming new

information (linked to emotions) than those of adults. Brain activity in cortical regions

is about twice as high in children as in adults from the third to the ninth year of life.
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After that period, it declines constantly to the low levels of adulthood. Brain volume,

on the other hand, is already at about 95% of adult levels in the ninth year of life.

8.2 Organization

Besides the very direct approaches to motivation, beginning in early life, there are

solutions which are more abstract but perhaps nevertheless more practical for self-

motivation. It is usually suggested that it is critical to maintain a list of tasks, with a

distinction between those which are completed and those which are not, thereby

moving some of the required motivation for their completion from the tasks

themselves into a "meta-task", namely the processing of the tasks in the task list,

which can become a routine. The viewing of the list of completed tasks may also be

considered motivating, as it can create a satisfying sense of accomplishment.

Most electronic to-do lists have this basic functionality, although the distinction

between completed and non-completed tasks is not always clear (completed tasks are

sometimes simply deleted, instead of kept in a separate list).

Other forms of information organization may also be motivational, such as the use of

mind maps to organize one's ideas, and thereby "train" the neural network that is the

human brain to focus on the given task. Simpler forms of idea notation such as simple

bullet-point style lists may also be sufficient, or even more useful to less visually

oriented persons.

8.3 Drugs

Some authors, especially in the transhumanist movement, have suggested the use of

"smart drugs", also known as nootropics, as "motivation-enhancers". The effects of

many of these drugs on the brain are emphatically not well understood, and their legal

status often makes open experimentation difficult.

Converging neurobiological evidence also supports the idea that addictive drugs such

as cocaine, nicotine, alcohol, and heroin act on brain systems underlying motivation

for natural rewards, such as the mesolimbicdopamine system. Normally, these brain

systems serve to guide us toward fitness-enhancing rewards (food, water, sex, etc.),

but they can be co-opted by repeated use of drugs of abuse, causing addicts to
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excessively pursue drug rewards. Therefore, drugs can hijack brain systems

underlying other motivations, causing the almost singular pursuit of drugs

characteristic of addiction.

9. Applications

9.1 Education

Motivation is of particular interest to Educational psychologists because of the crucial

role it plays in student learning. However, the specific kind of motivation that is

studied in the specialized setting of education differs qualitatively from the more

general forms of motivation studied by psychologists in other fields.

Because students are not always internally motivated, they sometimes need situated

motivation, which is found in environmental conditions that the teacher creates.

Intrinsic motivation occurs when people are internally motivated to do something

because it either brings them pleasure, they think it is important, or they feel that what

they are learning is significant.

Extrinsic motivation comes into play when a student is compelled to do something or

act a certain way because of factors external to him or her (like money or good

grades).

Note also that there is already questioning and expansion about this dichotomy on

motivation, e.g., Self-Determination Theory.

9.2 Business

At lower levels of Maslow's hierarchy of needs, such as Physiological needs, money

is a motivator; however it tends to have a motivating effect on staff that lasts only for

a short period (in accordance with Herzberg'stwo-factor model of motivation). At

higher levels of the hierarchy, praise, respect, recognition, empowerment and a sense

of belonging are far more powerful motivators than money, as both Abraham

Maslow's theory of motivation and Douglas McGregor's Theory X and theory Y

(pertaining to the theory of leadership) demonstrate.
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The average workplace is about midway between the extremes of high threat and high

opportunity. Motivation by threat is a dead-end strategy, and naturally staff are more

attracted to the opportunity side of the motivation curve than the threat side.

According to the system of scientific management developed by Frederick Winslow

Taylor, a worker's motivation is solely determined by pay, and therefore management

need not consider psychological or social aspects of work. In essence scientific

management bases human motivation wholly on extrinsic rewards and discards the

idea of intrinsic rewards.

In contrast, David McClelland believed that workers could not be motivated by the

mere need for money-- in fact, extrinsic motivation (e.g., money) could extinguish

intrinsic motivation such as achievement motivation, though money could be used as

an indicator of success for various motives, e.g., keeping score. In keeping with this

view, his consulting firm, McBer & Company, had as its first motto "To make

everyone productive, happy, and free." For McClelland, satisfaction lay in aligning a

person's life with their fundamental motivations.

Elton Mayo found out that the social contacts a worker has at the workplace are very

important and that boredom and repetitiveness of tasks lead to reduced motivation.

Mayo believed that workers could be motivated by acknowledging their social needs

and making them feel important. As a result, employees were given freedom to make

decisions on the job and greater attention was paid to informal work groups. Mayo

named the model the Hawthorne effect. His model has been judged as placing undue

reliance on social contacts at work situations for motivating employees.

Topic : Life-Span Development

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Developmental Psychology

 Theory

 Role of Experience

 Mechanisms of Development
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 History Of Developmental Psychology

 Parenting

 Criticisms

 Stages of Development

 Infancy

 Toddler

 Early Childhood

 Childhood

 Adolescence

 Early Adulthood

 Middle age

 Old age

 Schools of Psychology

 Research Methods

Definition/Overview:

Developmental Psychology: Developmental psychology, also known as human

development, is the scientific study of progressive psychological changes that occur in human

beings as they age. Originally concerned with infants and children, the field has expanded to

include adolescence and more recently, adult development, aging, and the entire life span.

This field examines change across a broad range of topics including motor skills and other

psycho-physiological processes, problem solving abilities, conceptual understanding,

language acquisition, moral understanding, and identity formation.

Developmental psychologists investigate key questions, such as whether children are

qualitatively different from adults or simply lack the experience that adults draw upon. Two

important issues concern the nature of development. One concerns whether development

occurs through the gradual accumulation of knowledge or through shifts from one stage of

thinking to another. The other concerns whether children are born with innate knowledge or

figure things out through experience. A third significant area of research examines social

contexts that affect development.

Developmental psychology informs several applied fields, including: educational psychology,

child psychopathology and forensic developmental psychology. Developmental psychology
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complements several other basic research fields in psychology including social psychology,

cognitive psychology, cognitive development, ecological psychology and comparative

psychology.

Key Points:

1. Theory

Many theoretical perspectives attempt to explain development; among the most prominent

are: Jean Piaget's Stage Theory, Lev Vygotsky's Social Contextualism (and its heirs Cultural

Theory of Development of Michael Cole, and the Ecological Systems Theory of

UrieBronfenbrenner), Albert Bandura'sSocial learning theory and the information processing

framework employed by cognitive psychology.

To a lesser extent, historical theories continue to provide a basis for additional research.

Among them are Erik Erikson's eight stages of psychosocial development and John B.

Watson's and B. F. Skinner's behaviorism (for more on behaviorism's role see Behavior

analysis of child development). Many other theories are prominent for their contributions to

particular aspects of development. For example, attachment theory describes kinds of

interpersonal relationships and Lawrence Kohlberg describes stages in moral reasoning.

Human development is also an area of study in education. One of the pioneers in defining the

stages of human development was Robert J. Havighurst. His major contribution was defining

the developmental tasks for six basic age groups.

2. Role of Experience

A significant question in developmental psychology is the relationship between innateness

and environmental influence in regard to any particular aspect of development. This is often

referred to as "nature versus nurture" or nativism versus empiricism. A nativistaccount of

development would argue that the processes in question are innate, that is, they are specified

by the organism's genes. An empiricist perspective would argue that those processes are

acquired in interaction with the environment. Today developmental psychologists rarely take

such extreme positions with regard to most aspects of development; rather they investigate,

among many other things, the relationship between innate and environmental influences. One
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of the ways in which this relationship has been explored in recent years is through the

emerging field of evolutionary developmental psychology.

One where this innateness debate has been prominently portrayed is in research on language

acquisition. A major question in this area is whether or not certain properties of human

language are specified genetically or can be acquired through learning. The nativist position

argues that the input from language is too impoverished for infants and children to acquire

the structure of language. Linguist Noam Chomsky asserts that, evidenced by the lack of

sufficient information in the language input, there is a universal grammar that applies to all

human languages and is pre-specified. This has led to the idea that there is a special cognitive

module suited for learning language, often called the language acquisition device.

The empiricist position on the issue of language acquisition suggests that the language input

does provide the necessary information required for learning the structure of language and

that infants acquire language through a process of statistical learning. From this perspective,

language can be acquired via general learning methods that also apply to other aspects of

development, such as perceptual learning. There is a great deal of evidence for components of

both the nativistand empiricist position, and this is a hotly debated research topic in

developmental psychology.

On the other hand, Chomsky's critique of a specific empiricist position on this issue, radical

behaviorist Burrhus Frederic Skinner's Verbal Behavior written in 1957, is widely considered

among developmental psychologists to have sparked the decline in influence of behaviorism

and signaled the beginning of the cognitive revolution in psychology.

3. Mechanisms of Development

Developmental psychology is concerned not only with describing the characteristics of

psychological change over time, but also seeks to explain the principles and internal workings

underlying these changes. Understanding these factors is aided by the use of models.

Developmental models are often computational, but they do not necessarily need to be. A

model must simply account for the means by which a process takes place. This is sometimes

done in reference to changes in the brain that may correspond to changes in behavior over the

course of the development. Computational accounts of development often use either
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symbolic, connectionist (neural network), or dynamical systems models to explain the

mechanisms of development.

4. History Of Developmental Psychology

The modern form of developmental psychology has its roots in the rich psychological

tradition represented by Aristotle, Tabari, Rhazes, Alhazen, and Descartes. William

Shakespeare had his melancholy character Jacques (in As You Like It) articulate the seven

ages of man: these included three stages of childhood and four of adulthood. In the mid-

eighteenth century Jean Jacques Rousseau described three stages of childhood: infans

(infancy), puer(childhood) and adolescence in Emile: Or, On Education. Rousseau's ideas

were taken up strongly by educators at the time.

In the late nineteenth century, psychologists familiar with the evolutionary theory of Darwin

began seeking an evolutionary description of psychological development; prominent here was

G. Stanley Hall, who attempted to correlate ages of childhood with previous ages of mankind.

5. Parenting

In Western developed societies, mothers (and women generally) were emphasized to the

exclusion of other caregivers, particularly as the traditional role of the father was more the

breadwinner, and less the direct caregiver of an infant, he has been traditionally viewed as

impacting an infant indirectly through interactions with the mother of the child.

The emphasis of study has shifted to the primary caregiver (regardless of gender or biological

relation), as well as all persons directly or indirectly influencing the child (the family system).

The roles of the mother and father are more significant than first thought as we moved into

the concept of primary caregiver.

Affirming a role for fathers, studies have shown that children as young as 15 months benefit

significantly from substantial engagement with their father. In particular, a study in the

U.S.A. and New Zealand found the presence of the natural father was the most significant

factor in reducing rates of early sexual activity and rates of teenage pregnancy in girls.

Covariate factors used included early conduct problems, maternal age at first childbirth, race,

maternal education, father's occupational status, family living standards, family life stress,

early mother-child interaction, measures of psychosocial adjustment and educational
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achievement, school qualifications, mood disorder, anxiety disorder, suicide attempts, violent

offending, and conduct disorder. Further research has found fathers have an impact on child

academic performance, including involved nonresident fathers. However, father absence is

associated with a range of negative outcomes for children, including child and later criminal

behavior.

6. Criticisms

Many critics of developmental psychology have noted that studies in the field often fail to

account for the effects of genetics. In the book The Nurture Assumption, Judith Harris argues

that situational factors in the family environment may not satisfactorily explain observed

variation of many traits (such as adult IQ and the Big Five personality factors) in the general

population of the United States; rather, Harris suggests that either peer groups or random

environmental factors (i.e., those that are independent of family upbringing and

socioeconomic status of origin, but not independent of genetics) are more important than

family environmental effects The book was a 1999 Pulitzer Prize finalist.

7. Stages of Development

The prenatal development of human beings is viewed in three separate stages:

 Germinal (conception through week 2)

 Embryonic (weeks 3 through 8)

 Fetal (week 9 through birth)

These stages are not the same as the trimesters of a woman's pregnancy.

The germinal stage begins when a sperm penetrates an egg in the act of conception (normally

the result of sexual intercourse between a man and a woman). At this point a zygote is

formed. Through the process of mitosis the cells divide and double.

The embryonic stage occurs once the zygote has firmly implanted itself into the uterine wall.

It is in this stage that the vital organs are formed, and while the external body is still

extremely dissimilar from an adult human, some features such as eyes and arms, and

eventually ears and feet become recognizable.
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Ultrasound uses sound waves and a computer monitor, and is non-invasive, thus minimizing

potential harm to fetus and mother. Unfortunately its ability to determine potential defect is

also far less comprehensive than more risky methods.

Chorionicvillus sampling is a form of prenatal diagnosis to determine genetic abnormalities

in the fetus. It entails getting a sample of the chorionic villus(placental tissue) and testing it. It

is generally carried out only on pregnant women over the age of 35 and those who have a

higher risk of Down syndrome and other chromosomal conditions.

The advantage of CVS is that it can be carried out at 10-12 weeks of pregnancy, earlier than

amniocentesis (which is carried out at 15-18 weeks). However, it is more risky than

amniocentesis, with a 1 in 100 to 200 risk that it will cause a miscarriage.

Amniocentesis is another medical procedure used for prenatal diagnosis, in which a small

amount of amniotic fluid is extracted from the amnion around a developing fetus. It is usually

offered when there may be an increased risk for genetic conditions (i.e. Down syndrome,

sickle-cell disease, cystic fibrosis, etc) in the pregnancy. Amniocentesis done in the second

trimester is often said to have a risk of fetal death between about 1 in 400 and 1 in 200. Often,

genetic counseling is done before amniocentesis, or other types of genetic testing, is offered.

Although difficult, some methods of treating fetal disorders have been developed, both

surgical and drug based. Genetic testing prior to pregnancy is also increasingly available.

8. Infancy

From birth until the onset of speech, the child is referred to as an infant. Developmental

psychologists vary widely in their assessment of infant psychology, and the influence the

outside world has upon it, but certain aspects are relatively clear.

While no agreement has yet been reached regarding the level of stimulation an infant

requires, we are well aware that a normal level of stimulation is very important, and that a

lack of stimulation and affection can result in retardation and a host of other developmental

and social disorders. Some feel that classical music, particularly Mozart is good for an

infant's mind. While some tentative research has shown it to be helpful to older children, no

conclusive evidence is available involving infants.
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Infants have significantly worse vision than older children. Infant sight, blurry in early stages,

improves over time. Infants less than 2 months old are thought to be color blind.

Hearing is well-developed prior to birth, however, and a preference for the mother's heartbeat

is well established. Infants are fairly good at detecting the direction from which a sound

comes, and by 18 months their hearing ability is approximately equal to that of adults.

Smell and taste are present, with infants having been shown to prefer the smell and taste of a

banana, while rejecting the taste of shrimp. There is good evidence for infants preferring the

smell of their mother to that of others.

Infants have a fully developed sense of touch at birth, and the myth believed by some doctors

even today that infants feel no pain is inaccurate. Doctors are slowly becoming aware of the

need for pain prevention for newborns.

Piaget felt that there were severalsensorimotor stages within his broader Theory of cognitive

development.

Object permanence is an important stage of cognitive development for infants. Numerous

tests regarding it have been done, usually involving a toy, and a crude barrier which is placed

in front of the toy, and then removed, repeatedly. In sensorimotorstages 1 and 2, the infant is

completely unable to comprehend object permanence. Jean Piaget conducted experiments

with infants which led him to conclude that this awareness was typically achieved at eight to

nine months of age. Infants before this age are too young to understand object permanence,

which explains why infants at this age do not cry when their mothers are gone. "Out of sight,

out of mind." A lack of Object Permanence can lead to A-not-B errors, where children reach

for a thing at a place where it should not be.

9. Toddler

Intelligence is demonstrated through the use of symbols, language use matures, and memory

and imagination are developed. Thinking is done in a nonlogical, nonreversible manner.

Egocentric thinking predominates.

Socially, toddlers are little people attempting to become independent. They walk, talk, use the

toilet, and get food for themselves. Self-control begins to develop. If taking the initiative to
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explore, experiment, risk mistakes in trying new things, and test their limits is encouraged by

the caretaker(s) the child will become autonomous, self-reliant, and confident. If the caretaker

is overprotective or disapproving of independent actions, the toddler may begin to doubt their

abilities and feel ashamed for the desire for independence. The child's autonomic

development will be inhibited, and be less prepared to successfully deal with the world in the

future.

10. Early Childhood

When children go to preschool, they broaden their social horizons and become more engaged

with those around them. Impulses are channeled into fantasies, which leaves the task of the

caretaker to balance eagerness for pursuing adventure, creativity and self expression with the

development of responsibility. If caretakers are properly encouraging while being

consistently disciplinary, children are more likely to develop positive self-esteem while

becoming more responsible, and will follow through on assigned activities. If not allowed to

decide which activities to perform, children may begin to feel guilt upon contemplating

taking initiative. This negative association with independence will lead them to let others

make decisions in place of them.

11. Childhood

In this stage intelligence is demonstrated through logical and systematic manipulation of

symbols related to concrete objects. Operational thinking develops, which means actions are

reversible, and egocentric thought diminishes.

Children go through the transition from the world at home to that of school and peers.

Children learn to make things, use tools, and acquire the skills to be a worker and a potential

provider. Children can now receive feedback from outsiders about their accomplishments. If

children can discover pleasure in intellectual stimulation, being productive, seeking success,

they will develop a sense of competence. If they are not successful or cannot discover

pleasure in the process, they may develop a sense of inferiority and feelings of inadequacy

that may haunt them throughout life. This is when children think of them selves as

industrious or as inferior
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12. Adolescence

Adolescence is the period of life between the onset of puberty and the full commitment to an

adult social role, such as worker, parent, and/or citizen. It is the period known for the

formation of personal and social identity and the discovery of moral purpose. Intelligence is

demonstrated through the logical use of symbols related to abstract concepts and formal

reasoning. A return to egocentric thought often occurs early in the period. Only 35% develop

the capacity to reason formally during adolescence or adulthood.

The adolescent asks "Who am I? Who do I want to be?" Like toddlers, adolescents must

explore, test limits, become autonomous, and commit to an identity, or sense of self.

Different roles, behaviors and ideologies must be tried out to select an identity. Role

confusion and inability to choose vocation can result from a failure to achieve a sense of

identity.

13. Early Adulthood

The person must learn how to form intimate relationships, both in friendship and love. The

development of this skill relies on the resolution of other stages. It may be hard to establish

intimacy if you haven't developed trust or a sense of identity. If this skill is not learned the

alternative is alienation, isolation, a fear of commitment, and the inability to depend on

others.

A related framework for studying this part of the life span is that of Emerging adulthood,

introduced in 2000 by Jeffrey Arnett. Scholars of emerging adulthood are interested not only

in relationship development (focusing on the role of dating in helping individuals settle on a

long-term spouse/partner), but also the development of sociopolitical views and occupational

choice.

14. Middle age

Middle adulthood generally refers to the period between ages 40 to 65. During this period,

the middle-aged experience a conflict between generativity and stagnation. They may either

feel a sense of contributing to the next generation and their community or a sense of

purposelessness.
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Physically, the middle-aged experience a decline in muscular strength, reaction time, sensory

keenness, and cardiac output. Also, women experience menopause and a sharp drop in the

hormone estrogen. Men do not have an equivalent to menopause, but they do experience a

decline in sperm count and speed of ejaculation and erection.

Most men and women remain capable of sexual satisfaction after middle age.

15. Old age

This stage generally refers to those over 65 years. During old age, people experience a

conflict between integrity vs. despair. When reflecting on their life, they either feel a sense of

accomplishment or failure.

Physically, older people experience a decline in muscular strength, reaction time, stamina,

hearing, distance perception, and the sense of smell. They also are more susceptible to severe

diseases such as cancer and pneumonia due to a weakened immune system. Mental

disintegration may also occur, leading to Dementia or Alzheimer's Disease. However,

partially due to a lifetime's accumulation of antibodies, the elderly are less likely to suffer

from common diseases such as the cold or flu.

Whether or not intellectual powers increase or decrease with age remains controversial.

Longitudinal studies have suggested that intellect declines, while cross-sectional studies

suggest that intellect is stable. It is generally believed that crystallized intelligence increases

up to old age, while fluid intelligence decreases with age.

16. Schools of Psychology

16.1 Cognitive Development

The Cognitive development is primarily concerned with the ways in which infants and

children acquire and develop internal mental capabilities such as problem solving,

memory, and language.. Major topics in cognitive development are the study of

language acquisition and the development of perceptual and motor skills. Piaget was

one of the influential early psychologists to study the development of cognitive

abilities. His theory suggests that development proceeds through a set of stages from

infancy to adulthood and that there is an end point or goal. Other accounts, such as
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that of Lev Vygotsky, have suggested that development does not progress through

stages rather that the development process that begins at birth and continues until

death is too complex for such structure and finality. Rather, from this viewpoint,

developmental processes proceed more continuously, thus it should be analyzed,

instead of a product to be obtained.

In addition, modern cognitive development has largely moved away from

Piagetianstage theories, and is influenced by accounts of domain specificity, which

argue that development is guided by innate evolutionarily specificedand content-

specific information processing mechanisms.

16.2 Social Development

Social psychology is the study of the nature and causes of human social behavior,

with an emphasis on how people think towards each other and how they relate to each

other. As the mind is the axis around which social behavior pivots, social

psychologists tend to study the relationship between mind(s) and social behaviors. In

early-modern social science theory, John Stuart Mill, Comte, and others, laid the

foundation for social psychology by asserting that human social cognition and

behavior could and should be studied scientifically like any other natural science.

16.3 Attachment Theory

Attachment theory focuses on close, intimate, emotionally meaningful relationships.

Its methods of study involve such approaches as the Strange Situation Protocol

developed by Mary Ainsworth and the Adult Attachment Interview developed by

Mary Main. Attachment Theory was developed by Sir John Bowlby. The attachment

is described as a biological system that evolved to ensure the survival of the infant.

Attachment behavior is evoked whenever the person is threatened or stressed and

involves actions to move toward the person(s) who create a sense of physical,

emotional and psychological safety for the individual.
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17. Research Methods

Developmental psychology employs many of the research methods used in other areas of

psychology. However, infants and children cannot always be tested in the same ways as

adults, so different methods are often used to study their development.

17.1 Child Research Methods

When studying older children, especially adolescents, adult measurements of behavior

can often be used, but they may need to be simplified to allow children to perform

certain tasks.

17.2 Lifespan development

In a longitudinal study, a researcher observes many individuals born at or around the

same time (a cohort) and carries out new observations as members of the cohort age.

This method can be used to draw conclusions about which types of development are

universal (or normative) and occur in most members of a cohort. Researchers may

also observe ways in which development varies between individuals and hypothesize

about the causes of variation observed in their data. Longitudinal studies often require

large amounts of time and funding, making them unfeasible in some situations. Also,

because members of a cohort all experience historical events unique to their

generation, apparently normative developmental trends may in fact be universal only

to their cohort.

In a cross-sectional study, a researcher observes differences between individuals of

different ages at the same time. This generally requires less resources than the

longitudinal method, and because the individuals come from different cohorts, shared

historical events are not so much of a confounding factor. By the same token,

however, cross-sectional research may not be the most effective way to study

differences between participants, as these differences may result not from their

different ages but from their exposure to different historical events.

An accelerated longitudinal design or cross-sequential study combines both

methodologies. Here, a researcher observes members of different birth cohorts at the

same time, and then tracks all participants over time, charting changes in the groups.
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By comparing differences and similarities in development, one can more easily

determine what changes can be attributed to individual or historical environment, and

which are truly universal. Clearly such a study can be even more resource-consuming

than a longitudinal study.

Additionally, these are all correlational, not experimental, designs, and so one cannot

readily infer causation from the data they yield. Nonetheless, correlational research

methods are common in the study of development, in part due to ethical concerns. In a

study of the effects of poverty on development, for instance, one cannot easily

randomly assign certain families to a poverty condition and others to an affluent one,

and so observation alone has to suffice.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Personality

Stress And Health Psychology

Psychological Disorders
Topic : Personality

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Psychodynamics

 History

 Freudian Psychodynamics

 Jungian psychodynamics

 Positive Psychology

 Humanistic Psychology

 Introduction to the Approach

 Epistemology

 Counseling And Therapy

 Criticism And Debate
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Definition/Overview:

Psychodynamics Psychodynamics is the systematized study and theory of the psychological

forces that underlie human behavior, emphasizing the interplay between unconscious and

conscious motivation and the functional.

The original concept of "psychodynamics" was developed by Sigmund Freud. Freud

suggested that psychological processes are flows of psychological energy in a complex brain,

establishing "psychodynamics" on the basis of psychological energy, which he referred to as

libido.

Overview

In general, psychodynamics, also known as dynamic psychology, is the study of the

interrelationship of various parts of the mind, personality, or psyche as they relate to mental,

emotional, or motivational forces especially at the unconscious level. The mental forces

involved in psychodynamics are often divided into two parts: (a) interaction of emotional

forces: the interaction of the emotional and motivational forces that affect behavior and

mental states, especially on a subconscious level; (b) inner forces affecting behavior: the

study of the emotional and motivational forces that affect behavior and states of mind. Freud

proposed that psychological energy was constant (hence, emotional changes consisted only in

displacements) and that it tended to rest (point attractor) through discharge (catharsis). In

mate selection psychology, psychodynamics is defined as the study of the forces, motives,

and energy generated by the deepest of human needs.

In general, psychodynamics studies the transformations and exchanges of "psychic energy"

within the personality. A focus in psychodynamics is the connection between the energetics

of emotional states in the id, ego, and superego as they relate to early childhood

developments and processes. At the heart of psychological processes, according to Freud, is

the ego, which he envisions as battling with three forces: the id, the super-ego, and the

outside world. Hence, the basic psychodynamic model focuses on the dynamic interactions

between the id, ego, and superego. Psychodynamics, subsequently, attempts to explain or

interpret behavior or mental states in terms of innate emotional forces or processes.
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Key Points:

1 History

Psychodynamics was initially developed by Ernst von Brcke, Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung,

Alfred Adler and Melanie Klein.

By the mid 1940s and into the 1950s, the general application of the "psychodynamic theory"

had been well established. In his 1988 book Introduction to Psychodynamics - a New

Synthesis, psychologist Mardi J. Horowitz states that his own interest and fascination with

psychodynamics began during the 1950s, when he heard Ralph Greenson, a popular local

psychoanalyst who spoke to the public on topics such as People who Hate, speak on the radio

at UCLA. In his radio discussion, according to Horowitz, he vividly described neurotic

behavior and unconscious mental processes and linked psychodynamics theory directly to

everyday life.

In the 1950s, American psychiatrist Eric Berne built on Freud's psychodynamic model,

particularly that of the "ego states", to develop a psychology of human interactions called

transactional analysis. Transactional analysis, according to physician James R. Allen, is a

"cognitive behavioral approach to treatment and that it is a very effective way of dealing with

internal models of self and others as well as other psychodynamic issues." The theory was

popularized in the 1964 book Games People Play, a book that sold five-million copies, giving

way to such catch phrases as Boy, has he got your number and others.

2. Freudian Psychodynamics

According to American psychologist Calvin S. Hall, from his 1954 Primer in Freudian

Psychology:

Freud greatly admired Brcke and quickly became indoctrinated by this new dynamic

physiology. Thanks to Freuds singular genius, he was to discover some twenty years later that

the laws of dynamics could be applied to mans personality as well as to his body. When he

made his discovery Freud proceeded to create a dynamic psychology. A dynamic psychology

is one that studies the transformations and exchanges of energy within the personality. This

was Freuds greatest achievement, and one of the greatest achievements in modern science, It

is certainly a crucial event in the history of psychology.
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At the heart of psychological processes, according to Freud, is the ego, which he sees battling

with three forces: the id, the super-ego, and the outside world. Hence, the basic

psychodynamic model focuses on the dynamic interactions between the id, ego, and

superego. Psychodynamics, subsequently, attempts to explain or interpret behavior or mental

states in terms of innate emotional forces or processes. In his writings about the "engines of

human behavior", Freud used the German word Trieb, a word that can be translated into

English as either instinct or drive.

In the 1930s, Freud's daughter Anna Freud began to apply Freud's psychodynamic theories of

the "ego" to the study of parent-child attachment and especially deprivation and in doing so

developed ego psychology.

3. Jungian psychodynamics

At the turn of the 20th century, during these decisive years, a young Swiss psychiatrist named

Carl Jung had been following Freuds writings and had sent him copies of his articles and his

first book, the 1907 Psychology of Dementia Praecox, in which he upheld the Freudian

psychodynamic viewpoint, although with some reservations. That year, Freud invited Jung to

visit him in Vienna. The two men, it is said, were greatly attracted to each other, and they

talked continuously for thirteen hours. This led to a professional relationship in which they

corresponded on a weekly basis, for a period of six years.

4. Positive Psychology

In positive psychology, the psychodynamic conception of flow is defined as a conscious state

of mind in harmonious order. In simple terms, it is a state in which people are so involved in

an activity that nothing else seems to matter; the experience itself is so enjoyable that people

will do it even at great costs, for the sake of doing it. In other words, in positive psychology,

flow is a state of mental activity or operation in which the person is fully immersed in what

he or she is doing, characterized by energized focus, full involvement, and success in the

process of the activity.

The concept of flow in relation to mental contentment was developed by American

psychologist Mihly Cskszentmihlyi who, beginning in the 1970s, interviewed and studied

hundreds of successful people, such as musicians, athletes, artists, chess masters, and
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surgeons. In his studies, he made people wear flow timers in which at various randomized

times during their workday a timer would go off and they document their flow state on paper.

Among his many books on this subject, the pinnacle publication was the 1990 book Flow the

Psychology of Optimal Experience, which introduced the world to the psychological concept

of flow and optimal experience. In this book, he states that our perceptions about our lives are

the outcome of many forces that shape our experience, each having an impact on whether we

feel good or bad.

5. Humanistic Psychology

Humanistic psychology is a school of psychology that emerged in the 1950s in reaction to

both behaviorism and psychoanalysis. It is explicitly concerned with the human dimension of

psychology and the human context for the development of psychological theory.

6. Introduction to the Approach

The Humanistic Approach began in response to concerns by therapists against perceived

limitations of Psychodynamic theories, especially psychoanalysis. Individuals like Carl

Rogers and Abraham Maslow felt existing (psychodynamic) theories failed to adequately

address issues like the meaning of behavior, and the nature of healthy growth. However, the

result was not simply new variations on psychodynamic theory, but rather a fundamentally

new approach.

There are several factors which distinguish the Humanistic Approach from other approaches

within psychology, including the emphasis on subjective meaning, a rejection of

determinism, and a concern for positive growth rather than pathology. While one might argue

that some psychodynamic theories provide a vision of healthy growth (including Jung's

concept of individuation), the other characteristics distinguish the Humanistic Approach from

every other approach within psychology (and sometimes lead theorists from other approaches

to say the Humanistic Approach is not a science at all). Most psychologists believe that

behavior can only be understood objectively (by an impartial observer), but the humanists

argue that this results in concluding that an individual is incapable of understanding their own

behavior--a view which they see as both paradoxical and dangerous to well-being. Instead,

humanists like Rogers argue that the meaning of behavior is essentially personal and

subjective; they further argue that accepting this idea is not unscientific, because ultimately
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all individuals are subjective: what makes science reliable is not that scientists are purely

objective, but that the nature of observed events can be agreed upon by different observers (a

process Rogers calls intersubjective verification).

The issues underlying the Humanistic Approach, and its differences from other approaches,

are discussed more fully in the text, but the sources below provide useful supplementary

information. One point worth noting: if you want to fully grasp the nature of the Humanistic

Approach, you cannot consider it in abstract terms. Instead, you must consider if and how the

ideas connect to your own experience--for that is how humanistic psychologists believe the

meaning of behavior is derived.

7. Summary

The humanistic approach has its roots in existentialist thought. It is also sometimes

understood within the concept of the three different forces of psychology; behaviorism,

psychoanalysis and humanism. Behaviorism grew out of Ivan Pavlov's work with the

conditioned reflex, and laid the foundations for academic psychology in the United States

associated with the names of John B. Watson and B.F. Skinner. This school was later called

the science of behavior. Abraham Maslow later gave behaviorism the name "the second

force". The "first force" came out of Freud's research of psychoanalysis, and the psychologies

of Alfred Adler, Erik Erikson, Carl Jung, Erich Fromm, Karen Horney, Otto Rank, Melanie

Klein, Harry Stack Sullivan, and others. These theorists focused on the depth of the human

psyche, which, they stressed, must be combined with those of the conscious mind in order to

produce a healthy human personality.

In the late 1950s, psychologists concerned with advancing a more holistic vision of

psychology convened two meetings in Detroit, Michigan. These psychologists, including

Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers, and Clark Moustakas, were interested in founding a

professional association dedicated to a psychology that focused on uniquely human issues,

such as the self, self-actualization, health, hope, love, creativity, nature, being, becoming,

individuality, and meaning in short, the understanding of "the personal nature of the human

experience".

These preliminary meetings eventually led to other developments, which culminated in the

description of humanistic psychology as a recognizable "third force" in psychology (along
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with behaviorism and psychoanalysis). Significant developments included the formation of

the Association for Humanistic Psychology (AHP) in 1961 and the launch of the Journal of

Humanistic Psychology (originally "The Phoenix") in 1963. Subsequently, graduate

programs in Humanistic Psychology at institutions of higher learning grew in number and

enrollment. In 1971, humanistic psychology as a field was recognized by the American

Psychological Association (APA) and granted its own division within the APA. Division 32

publishes its own academic journal called The Humanistic Psychologist.

The major theorists considered to have prepared the ground for Humanistic Psychology are

Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers and Rollo May. Maslow was heavily influence by Kurt

Goldstein during their years together at Brandeis University. The work of Wilhelm Reich,

who postulated an essentially 'good', healthy core self, in contrast to Freud, was an early

influence, especially his Character Analysis (1933). Other noteworthy inspirers and leaders of

the movement include Roberto Assagioli, Gordon Allport, Medard Boss, Martin Buber, R. D.

Laing, Fritz Perls, Anthony Sutich, Erich Fromm, Kurt Goldstein, Clark Moustakas, Lewis

Mumford and James Bugental.

8. Epistemology

Humanistic psychology prefers qualitative research methods to the more "positivist" and

"empiricist" approaches. This is part of the field's "human science" approach to psychology

and involves an emphasis on the actual experience of persons. Many humanistic

psychologists regard the use of quantitative methods in the study of the human mind and

behaviour as misguided. This is in direct contrast to cognitivism (which aims to apply the

scientific method to the study of psychology), an approach of which humanistic psychology

has been strongly critical. Instead, the discipline stresses a phenomenological view of human

experience, seeking to understand human beings and their behavior by conducting qualitative

research. It has been suggested that the study of Humanistic Psychology be standardized by a

protocol: 1. identification of researchable problem, 2. formulation of hypothesis, 3. literature

review of research, 4. development of methodology, 5. data collection and analysis, 6.

analysis, 7. falsification, 8. results and conclusions, and 9. interpretation. This is the

"LindblomProtocol."
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9. Counseling And Therapy

Humanistic psychology includes several approaches to counseling and therapy. Among the

earliest approaches we find the developmental theory of Abraham Maslow, emphazisinga

hierarchy of needs and motivations; the existential psychology of Rollo May acknowledging

human choice and the tragic aspects of human existence; and the person-centered or client-

centered therapy of Carl Rogers, which is centered around the clients' capacity for self-

direction and understanding of his/her own development.

Other approaches to humanistic counselling and therapy include Gestalt therapy, humanistic

psychotherapy, depth therapy, holistic health, encounter groups, sensitivity training, marital

and family therapies, body work, and the existential psychotherapy of Medard Boss

(Aanstoos,Serlin & Greening (2000). Existential-integrative psychotherapy, developed by

Kirk Schneider (2008), is a relatively new development within humanistic and existential

therapy.

Self-help is also included in humanistic psychology. Ernst & Goodison (1981) describe using

some of the main humanistic approaches in self-help groups. Co-counselling, which is a

purely self-help approach, is regarded as coming within humanistic psychology. Humanistic

theory has had a strong influence on other forms of popular therapy, including Harvey

Jackins' Re-evaluation Counsellingand the work of Carl Rogers.

As mentioned by Clay (2002) Humanistic psychology tends to look beyond the medical

model of psychology in order to open up a nonpathologizing view of the person. This usually

implies that the therapist downplays the pathological aspects of a person's life in favour of the

healthy aspects. A key ingredient in this approach is the meeting between therapist and client

and the possibilities for dialogue. The aim of much humanistic therapy is to help the client

approach a stronger and more healthysense of self, also called self-actualization. All this is

part of Humanistic psychology's motivation to be a science of human experience, focusing on

the actual lived experience of persons.
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10. Criticism And Debate

Criticism of the field has come from Isaac Prilleltensky (1992) who argues that humanistic

psychology - inadvertently - is affirming the social and political status quo, and therefore has

remained fairly silent about social change.

Further, in their review of different approaches to positive psychology, Seligman &

Csikszentmihalyi(2000) note that the early incarnations of humanistic psychology lacked a

cumulative empirical base, and that some directions encouraged self-centeredness. However,

according to mainstream humanistic thinkers, humanistic psychology must not be understood

to promote such ideas as narcissism, egotism, or selfishness.

The association of humanistic discourse with narcissistic and overly optimistic worldviews is

a misreading of humanistic theory. In their response to Seligman & Csikszentmihalyinote that

along with pieces on self-actualization and individual fulfillment, humanistic psychologists

have also published papers on a wide range of social issues and topics, such as the promotion

of international peace and understanding, awareness of the holocaust, the reduction of

violence, and the promotion of social welfare and justice for all.

Humanistic Psychology has been criticized because its theories are impossible to falsify and

lacks predictive power and therefore is not a science. For instance the psychology of Adler

could describe almost any action as a sign that an individual has overcome their feelings of

inferiority or alternatively that same behaviour could be described as a failure in this respect.

These theories are the scientific equivalent of saying 'either it is raining or it is not'. A good

scientific theory should be falsifiable and have predictive power; therefore humanistic

psychology is not a science. Nonetheless, it remains to be determined whether the therapeutic

dimension of psychology is exclusively, or even best, served by positivist approaches to

psychology. Humanistic Psychology does not reject such methods and research programs as

invalid; however, these approaches do not further its own project, which involves

cooperatively affirming and balancing the human values whose conflict or imbalance in the

identity of a patient can lead to suffering. Humanistic Psychology recognizes that this project

puts it outside the realm of falsifiability; it does not aspire to the status of a science in Karl

Popper's sense.
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On a further note, humanistic psychology presents a fascinating psychological and

philosophical outlook on life. While its proponents have not presented it as a science, they

recognize that rather than being objective, science is the least subjective understanding of the

world of which the largest number of people are aware. Humanistic psychology addresses the

nature of the human experience, calling into question the nature of objectivity and the role of

objective knowledge in the personal experience of life.

Topic : Stress And Health Psychology

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Stress

 Models of

 Stress

 Neurochemistry and Physiology

 Common factors of stress

 Adaptation to stress

Definition/Overview:

Stress Stress is the consequence of the failure to adapt to change. It is, in medical terms, the

consequence of the disruption of homeostasis through physical or psychological stimuli. Less

simply: it's the condition that results when person-environment transactions lead someone to

perceive a discrepancy, whether real or not, between the demands of a situation, on the one

hand and, on the other, the resources of their biological, psychological or social systems.

Stressful stimuli can be mental, physiological, anatomical or physical. The term 'stress' in this

sense was coined by the Hungarian-Canadian endocrinologist Hans Selye in 1936.
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Key Points:

1. Models of Stress

General Adaptation Syndrome

Hans Selye researched the effects of stress on rats and other animals by exposing them to

unpleasant or harmful stimuli. He found that all animals showed a very similar series of

reactions, broken into three stages. He describes this universal response to the stressors as the

General Adaptation Syndrome, or GAS, in 1936.

1.1 Lazarus

Richard Lazarus published in 1974 a model dividing stress into eustress and distress.

Where stress enhances function (physical or mental, such as through strength training

or challenging work) it may be considered eustress. Persistent stress that is not

resolved through coping or adaptation, deemed distress, may lead to escape (anxiety)

or withdrawal (depression) behavior. The difference between experiences which result

in eustress or distress is determined by the disparity between an experience (real or

imagined), personal expectations, and resources to cope with the stress. Alarming

experiences, either real or imagined, can trigger a stress response. Therefore,

Lazarus's model argues that cognitive processes of appraisal are central in

determining whether a situation is potentially threatening or harmful.

1.2 Zajonc

Robert B. Zajonc (1984), somewhat in opposition to the Lazarus model of stress,

argued that emotional reactions occur before cognitive reactions, and in fact, may be

at odds with cognitive responses. This belief was consonant with the previous James-

Lange hypothesis (1890, 1922), which held that the body's emotional reaction to

stress occurred prior to and resulted in conscious responses.

The debate has underscored the existence of two modes of reactivity, one conscious

and under volitional control, and the other automatic and uncontrollable. Scholars

such as Aldwin have argued for a simultaneous, parallel processing approach rather
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than a sequential neurological processing model where emotions come first followed

by cognition, or vice versa.

2. Neurochemistry and Physiology

The neurochemistry of the stress response is now believed to be well understood, although

much remains to be discovered about how the components of this system interact with one

another, in the brain and throughout in the body.

In response to a stressor, corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) and arginine-vasopressin

(AVP) are secreted into the hypophyseal portal system and activate neurons of the

paraventricular nuclei (PVN) of the hypothalamus. The locus ceruleusand other

noradrenergic cell groups of the medulla and pons, collectively known as the LC/NE system,

also become active and use brain epinephrine to execute autonomic and

neuroendocrineresponses, serving as a global alarm system.

The autonomic nervous system provides the rapid response to stress commonly known as the

fight-or-flight response, engaging the sympathetic nervous system and withdrawing the

parasympathetic nervous system, thereby enacting cardiovascular, respiratory,

gastrointestinal, renal, and endocrine changes.

The so-called hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA), a major part of the neuroendocrine

system involving the interactions of the hypothalamus, the pituitary gland, and the adrenal

glands, is also activated by release of CRH and AVP. This results in release of

adrenocorticotropichormone (ACTH) from the pituitary into the general bloodstream, which

results in secretion of cortisol and other glucocorticoids from the adrenal cortex. These

corticoids involve the whole body in the organism's response to stress and ultimately

contribute to the termination of the response via inhibitory feedback.

Stress can significantly affect many of the body's immune systems, as can an individual's

perceptions of, and reactions to, stress. The term psychoneuro immunology is used to

describe the interactions between the mental state, nervous and immune systems, as well as

research on the interconnections of these systems.
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Chronic stress has also been shown to impair developmental growth in children by lowering

the pituitary gland's production of growth hormone, as in children associated with a home

environment involving serious marital discord, alcoholism, or child abuse.

3. Common factors of stress

Both negative and positive stressors can lead to stress. Some common categories and

examples of stressors include:

 Sensory: pain, bright light

 Life events: birth and deaths, marriage, and divorce

 Responsibilities: lack of money, unemployment

 Work/study: exams, project deadlines, and group projects

 Personal relationships: conflict, deception

 Lifestyle: heavy drinking, insufficient sleep

 Environmental: Lack of control over environmental circumstances, such as food, housing,

health, freedom, or mobility

 Social: Struggles with conspecific individuals and social defeat can be potent sources of

chronic stresses

 Adverse experiences during development (e.g. prenatal exposure to maternal stress, poor

attachment histories, and sexual abuse) are thought to contribute to deficits in the maturity of

an individual's stress response systems.

 One evaluation of the different stresses in people's lives is the Holmes and Rahe stress scale.

4. Adaptation to stress

Responses to stress include adaptation, psychological coping such as stress management,

anxiety, and depression. Over the long term, distress can lead to diminished health or illness;

to avoid this, stress must be managed.

Topic : Psychological Disorders

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 History
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 Classification

 Disorders

 Causes

 Diagnosis

 Treatment

 Prevalence

 Professions and Fields

 Stigma of Mental Illness

 Movements

 Laws and Policies

 Perception and discrimination

Definition/Overview:

Mental Disorder: Mental disorder or mental illness are terms used to refer to a psychological

or physiological pattern that occurs in an individual and is usually associated with distress or

disability that is not expected as part of normal development or culture. The recognition and

understanding of mental disorders has changed over time. Definitions, assessments, and

classifications of mental disorders can vary, but guideline criterion listed in the ICD, DSM

and other manuals are widely accepted by mental health professionals. Categories of

diagnoses in these schemes may include dissociative disorders, mood disorders, anxiety

disorders, psychotic disorders, eating disorders, developmental disorders, personality

disorders, and many other categories. In many cases there is no single accepted or consistent

cause of mental disorders, although they are widely understood in terms of a diathesis-stress

model and biopsychosocial model. Mental disorders have been found to be common, with

over a third of people in most countries reporting sufficient criteria at some point in their life.

Mental health services may be based in hospitals or in the community. Mental health

professionals diagnose individuals using different methodologies, often relying on case

history and interview. Psychotherapy and psychiatric medication are two major treatment

options, as well as supportive interventions. Treatment may be involuntary where legislation

allows. Several movements campaign for changes to mental health services and attitudes,

including the Consumer/Survivor Movement. There are widespread problems with stigma

and discrimination.
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Key Points:

1. History

A number of mental disturbances, such as melancholy, hysteria and phobia, were described

long ago in Ancient Greece and Rome, while others such as schizophrenia may not have been

recognized. Hippocrates considered the idea that mental illness may be related to biology.

Psychiatric theories and treatments for mental illness developed in Muslim psychology and

Islamic medicine in the medieval Islamic world from the 8th century, where the first

psychiatric hospitals were built. The Baghdad Hospital was run by the Persian physician

Rhazes. Unlike most ancient and medieval societies which believed mental illness to be

caused by either demonic possession or as punishment from a God, Islamic neuroethics held

a more sympathetic attitude towards the mentally ill, as exemplified in Sura 4:5 of the Qur'an,

which considers the mentally ill to be unfit to manage property but must be treated humanely

and be kept under care by a guardian.

Medieval Europe had focused on demonic possession as the explanation of aberrant behavior.

Paracelsus used the word lunatic to describe behavior thought to be caused by the lunar

effect. Many other terms for mental disorder that found their way into everyday use have

been traced to initial use in the 16th and 17th centuries. Shakespeare and his contemporaries

frequently depicted mental disorders in their plays. Conditions of "shell shock" came to be

recognized in war veterans. From the early study of mental illness through individuals such

as Philippe Pinel, Sigmund Freud, and AloisAlzheimer, much has changed in the

development and understanding of mental illness and continues to change today.

At the start of the 20th century there were only a dozen officially recognized mental health

conditions.. By 1952 there were 192 and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorder, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) today lists 374.

2. Classification

The definition and classification of mental disorder is a key issue for the mental health

professions and for users and providers of mental health services. Most international clinical

documents use the term "mental disorder" rather than "mental illness". There is no single

definition and the inclusion criteria are said to vary depending on the social, legal and
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political context. In general, however, a mental disorder has been characterized as a clinically

significant behavioral or psychological pattern that occurs in an individual and is usually

associated with distress, disability or increased risk of suffering. There is often a criterion that

a condition should not be expected to occur as part of a person's usual culture or religion. The

term "serious mental illness" (SMI) is sometimes used to refer to more severe and long-

lasting disorder. A broad definition can cover mental disorder, mental retardation, personality

disorder and substance dependence. The phrase "mental health problems" may be used to

refer only to milder or more transient issues.

There are currently two widely established systems that classify mental disorders - Other

classification schemes may be in use more locally, for example the Chinese Classification of

Mental Disorders. Other manuals may be used by those of alternative theoretical persuasions,

for example the Psychodynamic Diagnostic Manual.

Some approaches to classification do not employ distinct categories based on cut-offs

separating the abnormal from the normal. They are variously referred to as spectrum,

continuum or dimensional systems. There is a significant scientific debate about the relative

merits of a categorical or a non-categorical system. There is also significant controversy

about the role of science and values in classification schemes, and about the professional,

legal and social uses to which they are put.

3. Disorders

There are many different categories of mental disorder, and many different facets of human

behavior and personality that can become disordered.

The state of anxiety or fear can become disordered, so that it is unusually intense or

generalized over a prolonged period of time. Commonly recognized categories of anxiety

disorders include specific phobia, Generalized anxiety disorder, Social Anxiety Disorder,

Panic Disorder, Agoraphobia, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, Post-traumatic stress

disorder. Relatively long lasting affective states can also become disordered. Mood disorder

involving unusually intense and sustained sadness, melancholia or despair is know as Clinical

depression (or Major depression), and may more generally be described as Emotional

dysregulation. Milder but prolonged depression can be diagnosed as dysthymia. Bipolar

disorder involves abnormally "high" or pressured mood states, known as mania or
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hypomania, alternating with normal or depressed mood. Whether unipolar and bipolar mood

phenomena represent distinct categories of disorder, or whether they usually mix and merge

together along a dimension or spectrum of mood, is under debate in the scientific literature.

Patterns of belief, language use and perception can become disordered. Psychotic disorders

centrally involving this domain include Schizophrenia and Delusional disorder.

Schizoaffective disorder is a category used for individuals showing aspects of both

schizophrenia and affective disorders. Schizotypy is a category used for individuals showing

some of the traits associated with schizophrenia but without meeting cut-off criteria.

The fundamental characteristics of a person that influence his or her cognitions, motivations,

and behaviors across situations and time - can be seen as disordered due to being abnormally

rigid and maladaptive. Categorical schemes list a number of different personality disorders,

such as those classed as eccentric (e.g. Paranoid personality disorder, Schizoid personality

disorder, Schizotypal personality disorder), those described as dramatic or emotional

(Antisocial personality disorder, Borderline personality disorder, Histrionic personality

disorder, Narcissistic personality disorder) or those seen as fear-related (Avoidant personality

disorder, Dependent personality disorder, Obsessive-compulsive personality disorder).

There may be an emerging consensus that personality disorders, like personality traits in the

normal range, incorporate a mixture of more acute dysfunctional behaviors that resolve in

relatively short periods, and maladaptive temperamental traits that are relatively more stable.

Non-categorical schemes may rate individuals via a profile across different dimensions of

personality that are not seen as cut off from normal personality variation, commonly through

schemes based on the Big Five personality traits.

Other disorders may involve other attributes of human functioning. Eating practices can be

disordered, at least in relatively rich industrialized areas, with either compulsive over-eating

or under-eating or binging. Categories of disorder in this area include Anorexia nervosa and

Bulimia nervosa or Binge eating disorder. Sleep disorders such as Insomnia also exist and

can disrupt normal sleep patterns. Sexual and gender identity disorders, such as Dyspareunia

or Gender identity disorder or ego-dystonic homosexuality. People who are abnormally

unable to resist urges, or impulses, to perform acts that could be harmful to themselves or

others, may be classed as having an impulse control disorder, including various kinds of Tic

disorders such as Tourette's Syndrome, and disorders such as Kleptomania (stealing) or
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Pyromania (fire-setting). Substance-use disorders include Substance abuse disorder.

Addictive gambling may be classed as a disorder. Inability to sufficiently adjust to life

circumstances may be classed as an Adjustment disorder. The category of adjustment

disorder is usually reserved for problems beginning within three months of the event or

situation and ending within six months after the stressor stops or is eliminated. People who

suffer severe disturbances of their self-identity, memory and general awareness of themselves

and their surroundings may be classed as having a Dissociative identity disorder, such as

Depersonalization disorder or Dissociative Identify Disorder itself (which has also been

called multiple personality disorder, or "split personality".). Factitious disorders, such as

Munchausen syndrome, also exist where symptoms are experienced and/or reported for

personal gain.

Disorders appearing to originate in the body, but thought to be mental, are known as

somatoform disorders, including Somatization disorder. There are also disorders of the

perception of the body, including Body dysmorphic disorder. Neurasthenia is a category

involving somatic complaints as well as fatigue and low spirits/depression, which is officially

recognized by the ICD-10 but not by the DSM-IV. Memory or cognitive disorders, such as

amnesia or Alzheimer's disease exist.

Some disorders are thought to usually first occur in the context of early childhood

development, although they may continue into adulthood. The category of Specific

developmental disorder may be used to refer to circumscribed patterns of disorder in

particular learning skills, motor skills, or communication skills. Disorders which appear more

generalized may be classed as pervasive developmental disorders (PDD) also known as

autism spectrum disorders (ASD); these include autism, Asperger's, Rett syndrome,

childhood disintegrative disorder and other types of PDD whose exact diagnosis may not be

specified. Other disorders mainly or first occurring in childhood include Reactive attachment

disorder; Separation Anxiety Disorder; Oppositional Defiant Disorder; Attention Deficit

Hyperactivity Disorder.

4. Causes

Numerous factors have been linked to the development of mental disorders. In many cases

there is no single accepted or consistent cause currently established. A common view held is

that disorders often result from genetic vulnerabilities combining with environmental
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stressors (Diathesis-stress model). An eclectic or pluralistic mix of models may be used to

explain particular disorders. The primary paradigm of contemporary mainstream Western

psychiatry is said to be the biopsychosocial (BPS) model - incorporating biological,

psychological and social factors - although this may not be applied in practice.

Biopsychiatryhas tended to follow a biomedical model, focusing on "organic" or "hardware"

pathology of the brain. Psychoanalytic theories have been popular but are now less so.

Evolutionary psychology may be used as an overall explanatory theory. Attachment theory is

another kind of evolutionary-psychological approach sometimes applied in the context for

mental disorders. A distinction is sometimes made between a "medical model" or a "social

model" of disorder and related disability.

Genetic studies have indicated that genes often play an important role in the development of

mental disorders, via developmental pathways interacting with environmental factors. The

reliable identification of connections between specific genes and specific categories of

disorder has proven more difficult.

Environmental events surrounding pregnancy and birth have also been implicated. Traumatic

brain injury may increase the risk of developing certain mental disorders. There have been

some tentative inconsistent links found to certain viral infections, to substance misuse, and to

general physical health.

Abnormal functioning of neurotransmitter systems has been implicated, including serotonin,

norepinephrine, dopamine and glutamate systems. Differences have also been found in the

size or activity of certain brains regions in some cases. Psychological mechanisms have also

been implicated, such as cognitive and emotional processes, personality, temperament and

coping style.

Social influences have been found to be important, including abuse, bullying and other

negative or stressful life experiences. The specific risks and pathways to particular disorders

are less clear, however. Aspects of the wider community have also been implicated, including

employment problems, socioeconomic inequality, lack of social cohesion, problems linked to

migration, and features of particular societies and cultures.
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5. Diagnosis

Many mental health professionals, particularly psychiatrists, seek to diagnose individuals by

ascertaining their particular mental disorder. Some professionals, for example some clinical

psychologists, may avoid diagnosis in favor of other assessment methods such as formulation

of a client's difficulties and circumstances. The majority of mental health problems are

actually assessed and treated by family physicians during consultations, who may refer on for

more specialist diagnosis in acute or chronic cases. Routine diagnostic practice in mental

health services typically involves an interview (which may be referred to as a mental status

examination), where judgementsare made of the interviewee's appearance and behavior, self-

reported symptoms, mental health history, and current life circumstances. The views of

relatives or other third parties may be taken into account. A physical examination to check for

ill health or the effects of medications or other drugs may be conducted. Psychological testing

is sometimes used via paper-and-pen or computerized questionnaires, which may include

algorithms based on ticking off standardized diagnostic criteria, and in relatively rare

specialist cases neuroimaging tests may be requested, but these methods are more commonly

found in research studies than routine clinical practice. Time and budgetary constraints often

limit practicing psychiatrists from conducting more thorough diagnostic evaluations. It has

been found that most clinicians evaluate patients using an unstructured, open-ended

approach, with limited training in evidence-based assessment methods, and that inaccurate

diagnosis may be common in routine practice. Comorbidity is very common in psychiatric

diagnosis, i.e. the same person given a diagnosis in more than one category of disorder.

6. Treatment

Mental health services may be based in hospitals, clinics or the community. Often an

individual may engage in different treatment modalities. They may be under case

management (sometimes referred to as "service coordination"), use inpatient or day

treatment, utilize a psychosocial rehabilitation program, and/or take part in an Assertive

Community Treatment program. Individuals may be treated against their will in some cases,

especially if assessed to be at high risk to themselves or others. Services in some countries

are increasingly based on a Recovery model that supports an individual's journey to regain a

meaningful life.
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6.1 Psychotherapy

Dr. Joseph Merlino on sexuality, insanity, Freud, fetishes and apathy

A major option for many mental disorders is psychotherapy. There are several main

types. Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is widely used and is based on modifying

the patterns of thought and behavior associated with a particular disorder.

Psychoanalysis, addressing underlying psychic conflicts and defenses, has been a

dominant school of psychotherapy and is still in use. Systemic therapy or family

therapy is sometimes used, addressing a network of significant others as well as an

individual. Some psychotherapies are based on a humanistic approach. There are a

number of specific therapies used for particular disorders, which may be offshoots or

hybrids of the above types. Mental health professionals often employ an eclectic or

integrative approach. Much may depend on the therapeutic relationship, and there

may be problems with trust, confidentiality and engagement.

6.2 Medication

A major option for many mental disorders is psychiatric medication. There are several

main groups. Antidepressants are used for the treatment of clinical depression as well

as often for anxiety and other disorders. There are a number of antidepressants

beginning with the tricylics, moving through a wide variety of drugs that modify

various facets of the brain chemistry dealing with intercellular communication. Beta-

blockers, developed as a heart medication, is also used as an antidepressant.

Anxiolytics are used for anxiety disorders and related problems such as insomnia.

Mood stabilizers are used primarily in bipolar disorder. Lithium A (a metal) and

Lamictal (an epileptic drug) are notable for treating both mania and depression. The

others, mainly targeting mania rather than depression, are a wide variety of epilepsy

medications and antipsychotics.Antipsychotics are used for psychotic disorders,

notably for positive symptoms in schizophrenia. Stimulants are commonly used,

notably for ADHD. Despite the different conventional names of the drug groups, there

can be considerable overlap in the kinds of disorders for which they are actually

indicated. There may also be off-label use. There can be problems with adverse

effects and adherence.
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6.3 Prognosis

There is substantial variation over time between disorders, and between individuals.

Functional ability may also vary across different domains. There may be remission of

symptoms, but also relapse. Rates of recovery vary. A number of individual and social

factors have been linked to prognosis.

Despite often being characterized in purely negative terms, mental disorders can

involve above-average creativity, non-conformity, goal-striving, meticulousness, or

empathy. The public perception of the level of disability associated with mental

disorders can change.

7. Prevalence

WHO estimated that about 450 million people worldwide currently suffer from some form of

mental or behavioural disorder. One in four people will suffer from mental illness at some

time in life, according to a report from the WHO.

Numerous large-scale surveys of the prevalence of mental disorders in adults in the general

population have been carried out since the 1980s based on self-reported symptoms assessed

by standardized structured interviews, usually carried out over the phone. Mental disorders

have been found to be common, with over a third of people in most countries reporting

sufficient criteria at some point in their life. The World Health Organization is currently

undertaking a global survey of 26 countries in all regions of the world, based on ICD and

DSM criteria. The first published figures on the 14 country surveys completed to date,

indicate that, of those disorders assessed, anxiety disorders are the most common in all but 1

country (prevalence in the prior 12-month period of 2.4% to 18.2%) and mood disorders next

most common in all but 2 countries (12-month prevalence of 0.8% to 9.6%), while substance

disorders (0.1%-6.4%) and impulse-control disorders (0.0%-6.8%) were consistently less

prevalent. The United States, Colombia, the Netherlands and Ukraine tended to have higher

prevalence estimates across most classes of disorder, while Nigeria, Shanghai and Italy were

consistently low, and prevalence was lower in Asian countries in general. Cases of disorder

were rated as mild (prevalence of 1.8%-9.7%), moderate (prevalence of 0.5%-9.4%) and

serious (prevalence of 0.4%-7.7%). However, these are widely believed to be underestimates,

due to poor diagnosis (especially in countries without affordable access to mental health
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services) and low reporting rates, in part because of the predominant use of self-report data,

rather than semi-structured instruments such as the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV

(SCID); actual lifetime prevalence rates for mental disorders are estimated to be between

65% and 85%.

A review that pooled surveys in different countries up to 2004 found overall average

prevalence estimates for any anxiety disorder of 10.6% (in the 12 months prior to assessment)

and 16.6% (in lifetime prior to assessment), but that rates for individual disorders varied

widely. Women had generally higher prevalence rates than men, but the magnitude of the

difference varied. A review that pooled surveys of mood disorders in different countries up to

2000 found 12-month prevalence rates of 4.1% for major depressive disorder (MDD), 2% for

dysthymicdisorder and 0.72% for bipolar 1 disorder. The average lifetime prevalence found

was 6.7% for MDD (with a relatively low lifetime prevalence rate in higher-quality studies,

compared to the rates typically highlighted of 5%-12% for men and 10%-25% for women),

and rates of 3.6% for dysthymia and 0.8% for Bipolar 1.

Previous widely cited large-scale surveys in the United States were the Epidemiological

CatchmentArea (ECA) survey and subsequent National Comorbidity Survey (NCS). The

NCS was replicated and updated between 2000 and 2003 and indicated that, of those groups

of disorders assessed, nearly half of Americans (46.4%) reported meeting criteria at some

point in their life for either a DSM-IV anxiety disorder (28.8%), mood disorder (20.8%),

impulse-control disorder (24.8%) or substance use disorders (14.6%). Half of all lifetime

cases had started by age 14 years and 3/4 by age 24 years. In the prior 12-month period only,

around a quarter (26.2%) met criteria for any disorder - anxiety disorders 18.1%; mood

disorders 9.5%; impulse control disorders 8.9%; and substance use disorders 3.8%. A

substantial minority (23%) met criteria for more than two disorders. A minority (22.3%) of

cases were classed as serious, 37.3% as moderate and 40.4% as mild.

A 2004 cross-European study found that approximately one in four people reported meeting

criteria at some point in their life for one of the DSM-IV disorders assessed, which included

mood disorders (13.9%), anxiety disorders (13.6%) or alcohol disorder (5.2%).

Approximately one in ten met criteria within a 12-month period. Women and younger people

of either gender showed more cases of disorder
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A 2005 review of 27 studies have found that 27% of adult Europeans is or has been affected

by at least one mental disorder in the past 12 months. It was also found that the most frequent

disorders were anxiety disorders, depressive, somatoform and substance dependence

disorders.

A 2005 review of prior surveys in 46 countries on the prevalence of schizophrenic disorders,

including a prior 10-country WHO survey, found an average (median) figure of 0.4% for

lifetime prevalence up to the point of assessment and 0.3% in the 12-month period prior to

assessment. A related figure not given in other studies (known as lifetime morbid risk),

reported to be an accurate statement of how many people would theoretically develop

schizophrenia at any point in life regardless of time of assessment, was found to be about

seven to eight individuals per 1,000. (0.7/0.8%). The prevalence of schizophrenia was

consistently lower in poorer countries than in richer countries (though not the incidence) but

the prevalence did not differ between urban/rural areas or men/women (although incidence

did).

Studies of the prevalence of personality disorders (PDs) have been fewer and smaller-scale,

but a broader Norwegian survey found a similar overall prevalence of almost 1 in 7 (13.4%),

based on meeting personality criteria over the prior five year period. Rates for specific

disorders ranged from 0.8% to 2.8%, with rates differing across countries, and by gender,

educational level and other factors. A US survey that incidentally screened for personality

disorder found an overall rate of 14.79%.

Approximately 7% of a preschool pediatric sample were given a psychiatric diagnosis in one

clinical study, and approximately 10% of 1- and 2-year-olds receiving developmental

screening have been assessed as having significant emotional/behavioral problems based on

parent and pediatrician reports.

8. Professions and Fields

A number of professions have developed that specialise in the treatment of mental disorders,

including the medical speciality of psychiatry (including psychiatric nursing), the division of

psychology known as clinical psychology, Social Work, as well as Mental Health

Counselors, Marriage and Family Therapists, Psychotherapists, Counselors and Public Health

professionals. Those with personal experience of using mental health services are also
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increasingly involved in researching and delivering mental health services and working as

mental health professionals. The different clinical and scientific perspectives draw on diverse

fields of research and theory, and different disciplines may favor differing models,

explanations and goals.

9. Stigma of Mental Illness

A large proportion of individuals who suffer from the symptoms of a mental illness will

avoid seeking treatment for their symptoms because of the social stigma associated with

having a mental illness. The US Surgeon General acknowledged this in 1999:

Powerful and pervasive, stigma prevents people from acknowledging their own mental health

problems, much less disclosing them to others.

As a result many people feel the need to keep their mental illness a secret, and will deny the

symptoms that they are experiencing. Two thirds of the people who would benefit from

treatment for a mental illness do not receive treatment. As with many physical illnesses, the

prognoses of a mental illness can worsen the longer that a mental illness remains untreated.

The added anxiety of fearing a mental illness diagnoses can also be detrimental to an

individual's mental health, this effect can greatly exacerbate an anxiety disorder or mood

disorder. Efforts are being undertaken worldwide to eliminate the stigma of mental illness.

10. Movements

The Consumer/Survivor Movement (also known as user/survivor movement) is made up of

individuals (and organizations representing them) who are clients of mental health services or

who consider themselves "survivors" of mental health services. The movement campaigns for

improved mental health services and for more involvement and empowerment within mental

health services, policies and wider society. Patient advocacy organizations have expanded

with increasing deinstitutionalization in developed countries, working to challenge the

stereotypes, stigma and exclusion associated with psychiatric conditions. An

antipsychiatrymovement fundamentally challenges mainstream psychiatric theory and

practice, including the reality or utility of psychiatric diagnoses of mental illnesses.
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11. Laws and Policies

Three quarters of countries around the world have mental health legislation. Compulsory

admission to mental health facilities (also known as Involuntary commitment or sectioning),

is a controversial topic. From some points of view it can impinge on personal liberty and the

right to choose, and carry the risk of abuse for political, social and other reasons; from other

points of view, it can potentially prevent harm to self and others, and assist some people in

attaining their right to healthcare when unable to decide in their own interests.

All human-rights orientated mental health laws require proof of the presence of a mental

disorder as defined by internationally accepted standards, but the type and severity of

disorder that counts can vary in different jurisdictions. The two most often utilized grounds

for involuntary admission are said to be serious likelihood of immediate or imminent danger

to self or others, and the need for treatment. Applications for someone to be involuntarily

admitted may usually come from a mental health practitioner, a family member, a close

relative, or a guardian. Human-rights-orientated laws usually stipulate that independent

medical practitioners or other accredited mental health practitioners must examine the patient

separately and that there should be regular, time-bound review by an independent review

body. An individual must be shown to lack the capacity to give or withhold informed consent

(i.e. to understand treatment information and its implications). Proxy consent (also known as

substituted decision-making) may be given to a personal representative, a family member or a

legally appointed guardian, or patients may have been able to enact an advance directive as to

how they wish to be treated. The right to supported decision-making may also be included in

legislation. Involuntary treatment laws may be extended to those living in the community, for

example Community Treatment Orders (CTOs) are used in New Zealand, Australia and 38

states in the US and are being planned in the UK.

The World Health Organization reports that in many instances national mental health

legislation takes away the rights of persons with mental disorders rather than protecting

rights, and is often outdated. In 1991, the United Nations adopted the Principles for the

Protection of Persons with Mental Illness and the Improvement of Mental Health Care, which

established minimum human rights standards of practice in the mental health field. In 2006

the UN formally agreed the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to protect

and enhance the rights and opportunities of disabled people, including those with

psychosocial disabilities
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The term insanity, sometimes used colloquially as a synonym for mental illness, is often used

technically as a legal term.

12. Perception and discrimination

12.1 Media

Media coverage of mental illness comprises predominantly negative depictions, for

example, of incompetence, violence or criminality, with far less coverage of positive

issues such as accomplishments or human rights issues. Such negative depictions,

including in children's cartoons, are thought to contribute to stigma and negative

attitudes in the public and in those with mental health problems themselves, although

more sensitive or serious cinematic portrayals have increased in prevalence.

12.2 General public

The general public have been found to hold a strong stereotype of dangerousness and

desire for social distance from individuals described as mentally ill.

12.3 Violence

The public fear of violence due to mental illness is a contentious topic. One US

national survey indicated that a far higher percentage of Americans rated individuals

described as displaying the characteristics of a mental disorder (for example

Schizophrenia or Substance Use Disorder) as "likely to do something violent to

others" compared to those described as being 'troubled'. Research indicates, on

balance, a higher than average number of violent acts by some individuals with

certain diagnoses, notably antisocial or psychopathic personality disorders, but

conflicting findings about specific symptoms (for example links between psychosis

and violence in community settings) - but the mediating factors of such acts are most

consistently found to be mainly socio-demographic and socio-economic factors such

as being young, male, of lower socio-economic status and, in particular, substance

abuse (including alcohol). Findings consistently indicate that it is many times more

likely that people diagnosed with a serious mental illness living in the community will

be the victim rather than the perpetrator of violence. Violence by or against

individuals with mental illness typically occurs in the context of complex social
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interactions (including in atmosphere of mutually high "expressed emotion"),

including within a family setting, as well as being an issue in healthcare settings and

the wider community.

12.4 Employment

Employment discrimination is reported to play a significant part in the high rate of

unemployment among those with a diagnosis of mental illness. Schemes to combat

stigma have been prioritized by global and national psychiatric organizations, but

their methods and outcomes have been criticized as counterproductive.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Therapies

Social Psychology
Topic : Therapies

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 History

 Scientific Basis

 Problem Behavior

 Rise of a third generation of Behavior Therapy

Definition/Overview:

Behavior Therapy: Behaviour therapy is a form of psychotherapy used to treat depression,

anxiety disorders, phobias, and other forms of psychopathology. Its philosophical roots can

be found in the school of behaviorism, which states that psychological matters can be studied

scientifically by observing overt behavior, without discussing internal mental states. Without

holding inter states as causal, Skinner's radical behaviorism accepted internal states as part of

a causal chain of behavior but continued to hold that the only way to improve the internal

state was through environmental manipulation.
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Key Points:

1. History

Possibly the first occurrence of "behavior therapy" was in a 1953 research project by B.F.

Skinner, Ogden Lindsley, and Harry C. Solomon. Other early pioneers in behavior therapy

include Joseph Wolpe and Hans Eysenck.

In general, behavior therapy is seen as having three distinct points of origin: South Africa

(Wolpe's group), The United States (Skinner), and the United Kingdom (Rachman and

Eysenck).Each had its own distinct approach to viewing behavior problems. Eysenckin

particular viewed behavior problems as an interplay between personality characteristics,

environment, and behavior. Skinner's group in the United States took more of an operant

conditioning focus. The operant focus created a functional approach to assessment and

interventions focused on contingency management such as the token economy and behavioral

activation. Skinner's student Ogden Lindsley is credited with forming a movement called

precision teaching, which developed a particular type of graphing program called the

standard celeration chart to monitor the progress of clients. Skinner became interested in the

individualizing of programs for improved learning in those with or without disabilities and

worked with Fred S. Keller to develop programmed instruction. Programmed instruction had

some clinical success in aphasia rehabilitation Gerald Patterson used program instruction to

develop his parenting text for children with conduct problems (see ). With age, respondent

conditioning appears to slow but operant conditioning remains relatively stable

While many behavior therapists remain stauchly committed to the basic operant and

respondent paradigm, in the second half of the 20th century, many therapists coupled

behavior therapy with the cognitive therapy of Aaron Beck and Albert Ellis, to form

cognitive behavioral therapy. In some areas the cognitive component had an additive effect

(for example, sex offender treatment) but in other areas it did not enhance the treatment,

which led to the pursuit of Third Generation Behavior Therapies. Third generation behavior

therapy uses basic principles of operant and respondent psychology but couples them with

functional analysis and a case conceptualization of verbal behavior more inline with view of

the behavior analysts.
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2. Scientific Basis

Behavior therapy is based upon the principles of classical conditioning developed by Ivan

Pavlov and operant conditioning developed by B.F. Skinner. There has been up to now a

good deal of confusion about how exactly these two conditionings differ and whether the

various techniques of Behavior Therapy have any common scientific base. One answer has

come in the form of an online paper called Reinforcing Behavior Therapy which more and

more psychologists are now studying and appreciating.

Contingency management programs are a direct product of research from operant

conditioning. These programs have been highly successful. Even with adult who suffer from

schizophrenia these programs produce results

Systematic desensitization and exposure and response prevention both evolved from

respondent conditioning and have also received considerable research.

Social skills training teach clients skills to access reinforcers and lessen life punishment.

Operant conditioning procedures in meta-analysis had the largest effect size for training

social skills, followed by modeling, coaching, and social cognitive techniques in that order

Social skills training has some empirical support particularly for schizophrenia However,

with schizoprehaniabehavioral programs in general have lost favor

3. Applied to Problem Behavior

Behavior therapy based its core interventions on functional analysis. Just a few of the many

problems that behavior therapy has created functional analysis for include intimacy in

couples relationships , forgiveness in couples, chronic pain, stress related behavior problems

of being an adult child of an alcoholic , anorexia,chronicdistress , substance abuse ,

depression , anxiety and obesity

Functional analysis has even been applied to problems that therapists commonly encounter

like client resistance Applications to these problems have left cliinicans with considerable

tools for enhancing therapeutic effectiveness.
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Many have argued that Behavior Therapy is at least as effective as drug treatment for

depression, ADHD, and OCD Considerable policy implications have been inspired by

behavioral views of various forms of psychopathology.

4. Rise of a third generation of Behavior Therapy

Of particular interest, in behavior therapy today are the areas often referred to as Third

Generation Behavior Therapy. This movement has been called clinical behavior analysis

because it represents a movement away from cognitivism back toward radical behaviorism

and other forms of behaviorism in particular functional analysis and behavioral models of

Verbal behavior. This area includes Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT),

Behavioral activation (BA), Kohlenberg & Tsai's Functional Analytic Psychotherapy,

Integrative behavioral couples therapy and dialectical behavior therapy. These approaches are

squarely within the applied behavior analysis tradition of behavior therapy.

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy is probably the best research of all the third generation

behavior therapy models. It is based on Relational Frame Theory

Functional Analytic Psychotherapy is based on a functional analysis of the therapeutic

relationship. It places a greater emphasis on the therapeutic context and returns to the use of

in session reinforcement . In general, 40 years of research supports the idea that in session

reinforcement of behavior can lead to behavior change

Behavioral activation emerged from a component analysis of cognitive behavior therapy.

This research found no additive effect for the cognitive component . Behavioral activation is

based on a matching model of reinforcement. A recent review of the research supports the

notion that the use of behavioral activation is clinically important for the treatment of

depression

Integrative behavioral couples therapy developed from dissatisfaction with traditional

behavioral couples therapy. Integrative behavioral couples therapy looks at Skinner (1966)

the difference between contingency shaped and rule governed behavior. It couples this

analysis with a thorough functional assessment of the couples relationship. Recent efforts

have used radical behavioral concepts to interpret a number of clinical phenomena including

forgiveness
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5. Organizations

Many organizations exist for behavior therapist around the world. In the United States, the

American Psychological Association's Division 25 is the division for behavior analysis. The

Association for Contextual Behavior Therapy is another. ACBS is home to many with

specific interest in third generation behavior therapy. The Association for Cognitive and

Behavior Therapy (Formerly the Association for the Advancement of Behavior Therapy] is

for those with a more cognitive orientation. Internationally, most behavior therapists find a

core intellectual home in the International Association of Behavior Analysis (ABA:I)

proponents of behavior therapy as tangible evidence.

Topic : Social Psychology

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to understand:

 Social psychology

 Social cognition

 Basic Processes

 Social Cognitive Neuroscience

 Social influence

 Attitude

Definition/Overview:

Social psychology: Social psychology is the study of how people and groups interact.

Scholars in this interdisciplinary area are typically either psychologists or sociologists,

though all social psychologists employ both the individual and the group as their units of

analysis.

Despite their similarity, psychological and sociological researchers tend to differ in their

goals, approaches, methods, and terminology. They also favor separate academic journals and

professional societies. The greatest period of collaboration between sociologists and

psychologists was during the years immediately following World War II. Although there has
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been increasing isolation and specialization in recent years, some degree of overlap and

influence remains between the two disciplines.

Social cognition is the study of how people process social information, especially its

encoding, storage, retrieval, and application to social situations. Social cognitions focus on

information processing has many affinities with its sister discipline, cognitive psychology.

Social cognitive neuroscience is the investigation of the biological basis of social cognition,

that is to say, processes which involve interaction with members of the same species. is the

study of how people process social information, especially its encoding, storage, retrieval,

and application to social situations. Social cognitions focus on information processing has

many affinities with its sister discipline, cognitive psychology. Social cognitive neuroscience

is the investigation of the biological basis of social cognition, that is to say, processes which

involve interaction with members of the same species.

Key Points:

1. Basic Processes

Cognitive representations of social objects are referred to as schemas. These schemas are a

mental structure that represents some aspect of the world. They are organized in memory in

an associative network. In these associative networks, similar schemas are clustered together.

When a particular schema is activated related schemas may be activated as well. Schema

activation may also increase the accessibility of related schemas in the associative network.

When a schema is more accessible this means it can more quickly be activated and used in a

particular situation. When related schemas are activated, inferences beyond the information

given in a particular social situation may influence thinking and social behavior, regardless of

whether those inferences are accurate or not. Lastly, when a schema is activated a person may

or may not be aware of it.

Two processes that increase the accessibility of schemas are salience and priming. Salience is

the degree to which a particular social object stands out relative to other social objects in a

situation. The higher the salience of an object the more likely those schemas for that object

will be made accessible. For example, if there is one female in a group of seven males,

female gender schemas may be more accessible and influence the groups thinking and

behavior toward the female group member. Priming refers to any experiences immediately
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prior to a situation that caused a schema to be more accessible. For example watching a scary

movie at a theatre late at night might increase the accessibility of frightening schemas that

affect a persons perception of shadows and background noises as potential threats.

Social cognition researchers are also interested in how new information is integrated into pre-

established schemas, especially when that information is contrary with those pre-established

schemas. Pre-established schemas tend to guide attention to new information. People

selectively attend to information that is consistent with the schema and ignore information

that is inconsistent. This is referred to as a confirmation bias. Sometimes inconsistent

information is sub-categorized and stored away as a special case, leaving the original schema

intact without any alterations. This referred to as subtyping.

Social cognition researchers are also interested in studying the regulation of activated

schemas. It is believed that the situational activation of schemas is automatic, meaning that it

is outside the control of the individual. In many situations however, the schematic

information that has been activated may be in conflict with the social norms of situation, in

which case an individual is motivated to inhibit the influence of the schematic information on

their thinking and social behavior. Whether a person will successfully regulate the application

of the activated schemas is dependent on individual differences in self-regulatory ability and

the presence of situational impairments to executive control. High self-regulatory ability and

the lack of situational impairments on executive functioning increase the likelihood that

individuals will successfully inhibit the influence of automatically activated schemas on their

thinking and social behavior. However, when people stop suppressing the influence of the

unwanted thoughts, a rebound effect can occur where the thought becomes hyper-accessible.

2. Social Cognitive Neuroscience

There has been much recent interest in the links between social cognition and brain function,

particularly as neuropsychological studies have shown that brain injury (particularly to the

frontal lobes) can adversely affect social judgments and interaction. The case of Phineas

Gage was an early and influential example of this finding.

People diagnosed with certain mental illnesses are also known to show differences in how

they process social information. There is now an expanding research field examining how
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such conditions may bias cognitive processes involved in social interaction, or conversely,

how such biases may lead to the symptoms associated with the condition.

It is also becoming clear that some aspects of psychological processes that promote social

behavior (such as face recognition) may be innate. Studies have shown that newborn babies,

younger than one hour old can selectively recognize and respond to faces, while people with

some developmental disorders such as autism or Williamss syndrome may show differences

in social interaction and social communication when compared to their unaffected peers.

Social cognition came to prominence with the rise of cognitive psychology in the late 1960s

and early 1970s and is now the dominant model and approach in mainstream social

psychology. It is very likely that social psychology was always a lot more cognitive than

mainstream psychology to begin with; as it traditionally discussed internal mental states such

as beliefs and desires when mainstream psychology was dominated by behaviorism and

rejected them as illusory. A parallel paradigm has arisen in the study of action, termed motor

cognition. Motor cognition is concerned with understanding the representation of action and

the associated process.

3. Social influence

Social influence occurs when an individual's thoughts or actions are affected by other people.

Social influence takes many forms and can be seen in conformity, socialization, peer

pressure, obedience, leadership, persuasion, sales, and marketing. Harvard psychologist,

Herbert Kelman identified three broad varieties of social influence.

4. Attitude

An attitude is a hypothetical construct that represents an individual's degree of like or dislike

for an item. Attitudes are generally positive or negative views of a person, place, thing, or

event-- this is often referred to as the attitude object. People can also be conflicted or

ambivalent toward an object, meaning that they simultaneously possess both positive and

negative attitudes toward the item in question.

Attitudes are judgments. They develop on the ABC model (affect, behavior, and cognition).

The affective response is an emotional response that expresses an individual's degree of

preference for an entity. The behavioral intention is a verbal indication or typical behavioral

tendency of an individual. The cognitive response is a cognitive evaluation of the entity that
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constitutes an individual's beliefs about the object. Most attitudes are the result of either

direct experience or observational learning from the environment.
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